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Dr. Bennett Angers More Women

by Teirel Hutton
Staff Writer

Five more women have come forward this week with complaints of
professional misconduct such as
kissingand inappropriate touching
by Dr. William Bennett, according
to Patrice Franko-Jones, assistant
professor of economics and director of the Women's Studies program.
A list of people who feel that Bennett has treated them unprofessionally is being compiled by FrankoJones,who holds a seat on the Health
Center Advisory Committee.
A sixth student complained about
Bennett's behavior to the Echo but

Cotter said he "felt that there was
no need for the college to take any
action other than the conversation
that was held with' Dr. Bennett."
Two weeks ago, President William Cotter referred to Bennett's
actions as carrying implications of
"fatherly ambiguity."Yet students,
faculty, and staff members who
met Monday fear that unless more
students cofne forward with complaints that Bennett's inappropriate behavior towards them constituted more than "fatherlines," the
issue will be dismissed.
"Information about this kind of
behavior is decentralized," said
Franko-Jones. "Women are afraid
to come forth with their experi-

ences" because they think they will
be alone. Franko-Jones said that
"there were only 20 students at the
meeting and five of them had complaints about Dr. Bennett. This
makes me think that there are more
"students who have been made
uncomfortable by Bennett's behavior. One of the students who was
offended by Bennett'sbehavior said
"the way he'sworking isvery subtle.
He makes it very safe for himself by
having a nurse in the room, but you
wonder if you are nuts or if his
behavior is inappropriate. I had to
ask myself 'was it me or was it
him?'and 'whydolhavethisstrange
feeling?'"
continued on page 3

College, and President William R.
Cotter. Irgang said,
"It's not up to group of men to
decide how women should feel

Colby health center employeeJanet
Irgang is planning to leave Colby
and have a culture confrontation. I next fall, due to discomfort in her "Th ere must be
women
don't have to- that's the way it is!," working relationship with Dr. William Bennett and the male domi- in a -position of power. ..I
he said.
In his thought-provoking speech, nated hierarchy within the health
don 't have power here.
Potok recounted the culture con- center. •
frontation which had the most pro- "The major reason I'm leaving" My power is in myfeet. "
nounced effect oh his life. As a said Psychotherapist Irgang, "isthat
young Jewish boy growing up in I'm uncomfortable working with - departing health cenDr. Bennett."
ter employee, Janet
"It is all news to me," said Bennett,
"she told me she was tired of the Irgang
Maine winters."
Expressingher dissatisfaction with
Colby's health care system, she about services they're receiving—
noted that the hierarchy of people psychological or medical."
in charge of health services are men, Irgang, who has worked at Colby
including Ca.rl Nelson/ Director of since 1980, said her position as a
Health Services, Art Champlain, female psychotherapist came into
chair of the Health Advisory Com- being from the pressure of the
mittee, Earl Smith, Dean of the women's group. Because the stu-

dents, faculty, and staff that she sees
are primarily women, she feels that
it is important to have a woman
available to provide psychological
care.
However, she is concerned that
there are "no women making any
decisions about health care," and
"no women with tenureonthehealth
advisory committee." In reference
to her departure,Irgang said,"There
must be women in a position of
power....I don't have power here.
My power is in my feet."
Irgang also pointed out that she
has "never been asked to be on a
search committee for a physician or
a physician's assistant,and although
[she] has asked, she has not been
placed on the Health Advisory
Committee." "That's a message to
me, and who needs the aggravation?" she asked.
Although she will be leaving, she
continued on page 7

who will make the final decision.
Should the task force decidethat a
permanent committee on promoting racial understanding and diversity at Colby be established,the
The Task Force on Racial Under- committee would hold the same
standing is meeting today to re- responsibilitiesthe force holds now
view the 24 hour racial awareness and would take effect at the beginperiod that was held on camptis ning of the academic year. The
last week and to consider plans for number, appointment, and terms
the future.
for members would- then have to
The task force has three important bo decided .
decisions to be made today, the first
"There is very likely to be some
being whether the task force should sort of institutionalized changes
be institutionalized. The second coming from this," stated Task
will consider changes in curricu- Force member Robert Reuman,
lum, and the last will decide if this Professor of Philosophy and Reli24 hour period will become an gion.
annual or bi-annual event.
The topics and consequent sugThese suggestions will be submit- gestions made at the all campus
ted to President William R. Cotter, dinner last Wednesday were sub-

mitted to the Task Forceand will be
reviewed today.
TaskForce Co-Chair Cedric Bryant
said he was overwhelmed with the
thorough and creativeresponsesthat
he has received. 'There is a wealth
of information about students reactions to a number of issues,"he said,
adding "I think students felt free to
respond sincerely because it wasn't
a test."
He hopes that a greater correspondencebet weenfacultypresumptions
about students beliefs and the students actual beliefs will grow from
this event. He hopes the fatuity
"can feel comfortable about how
students stand on these issues."
Many different ideas for curricular
changes have been suggested, incontinued on page 5

34 Years Old
Gabriel Alexander talks about
wha t he did during his 10 year
leave of ab sen ce from Co lby.
Story on page 4.

Final Production
Students rehearse for the
semest er 's fi nal per fo rm i ng ar t s
production. Get ready for Cloud
Mine. Page 13.

has not yet contacted Franko-Jones,
while two other students complained two weeks ago to President
William R. Cotter and Dean of the
College Earl Smith, bringing the
total number of women who have
criticized Bennett'sprofessionalism
to eightSmithwould not characterize the two criticisms he and Cotter
heard two weeks ago as "formal
complaints" since neither of the
students intend to initiate lawsuits
or other hearings to contest Bennett's professionalism.
These two students feel that the
administration's unwillingness to
consider their complaints "formal"
has detracted from the serious concern they expressed when they

spoke with Cotter and Smith.

The most recent complaints were
expressed to Franko-Jones at a
Women's Group meeting Monday
afternoon where the issue of sexism
at Colby was discussed. "We're
trying to build a case by strength in
numbers," said Franko-Jones, so
that "students' concerns can't be
dismissed in the same way" as the
first two who approached the
administration. The list FrankoJones is compiling does not include
the four former Health Center staff
members who expressed concern
about Bennett's behavior two and
one-half years ago. Following an
investigation by Smith at that time,

Potok Impresses Irgang To Leave Health Center
Colby Audience
by Alisa Attardi
Staff Writer

p y Suzanne Regmer
Staff Writer

Chaim Potok, world-renowned
author of The Chosen and The
Promise, lectured about religious
and secular humanism, and gave
the large crowd an inside look into
the
p henomenon he
calls "core to
core confrontation."
Bombarded
with ideas
and beliefs
from other
cultures, this
"core to core
confrontation" creates
within each
of us a battle
between the
beliefs and
thoughts we
were taught
gr owing up
in our "small
and particular worlds,"
according to
Potok.
This battle
often results
in creativity,
Acclaimed novelist Chaim Potokdelivered the annual
one of the
Samuel Esther Lipman Lecture on J ewish Studies.
most important factors m our society, accord- New York an d being educa ted in a
ing to Potok.
Jewish school, Potok had few op"Out of that tension comes liter- portunities foran awakening to the
ally a new way of seeing the world," ways of other cultures.
which can be expressed through
An avid rea der ,t he teenage Potok
music, art, an d literature , he said. chose one day,to read Bridoshead
cont inu ed on page 3
"I' m not telling you to go ahead

INSIDE

Awareness Days
professors
Stu dents and
comment on tho successes and
failures of the Racial Awareness
Days. Story on pago 2.

Task Force Plans For The Future

by Deborah Fuller
S taff Writer

On The Hot Spot
House Speaker Jim Wright
faces 69 accounts of ethics
viola tions. Read the pointcounterpoirit on page 10.

NEWS

Sexism Task Force
Colby Responds To
Is Created
Racial Awareness Day s

by Lori Wnght
NewsEditor
While most faculty members
thought the Racism Awareness
Days were successful, 42% of the 80
polled by the Echo chose not to discuss racism in their classes last
Wednesday, and 54% did not attend either the march or the keyrote address the previous night.
Professors were encouraged to
devote class time on Wednesday to
discuss racial awareness, yet some
opted to review for exams or con"Yd like to see a follow -up in the
fall to remind incoming freshmen
what happened in the Spring - not
to rub dirt in the wounds, but to
keepdialogue going." Prof, of Art
C. Abbott Meader
"Should bedonemoreoften/'Prof.
Howard L. Koonce, Director, Performing Arts program

tinue with their scheduled lectures,
as racism "has nothing to do with
science," according to geology professor Bob Nelson.
However, "youhaveto respect the
right of indivduals to exempyhemselves from any event,"said Cedric
Bryant, Co-Chair of the President's
Task Force on Racism.
Abiding by the policy of academic
freedom,a professor "should avoid
introducing extraneous subject
material in class, even though it
might be perfectly valuable," said
Harold Pestana professor of Geology-

Yet with 58% of the professors
focusing their classes on racism,
Bryant said that clearly there were
many faculty who devoted class
time to discuss.
From the faculty and staff members polled, it is evident that most
felt the Racism Awareness Days
were successful in confronting racism,yet many think a follow-up is
imperativeto ensure positive results. "I hope there's something
built in that will last. If it's only 24
hours it would be a token that's not
satisfactory," said Robert Reuman,
Co-chair of the task force.

plished.Iread alotabout consciousness raising, and if it we're not al-4
ready there, that was a sad commentary. I would hope that this is
just a first step and that others will
follow." Prof, of Russian Sheila
McCarthy

freedom. It s not fair to off-campus
users. Educational process has to
be broader than a class on minorities. (Its) cramming stuff down
people's throats." Susan W. Cole,
Science Librarian

"The timing wasn't good. I think
students felt pressured with the
library closing imposed on them. It
should be more voluntary and less
coercive."Prof, of Biology,F.Russel
Cole

"There was a little divisiveness
created by narrowness of focus.
Gay men, gay women, Asians, or
Indians- if I were one of them I'd
feel slighted. I was disappointed "They were the best two days I've
that wechose anti-black sentiment spent here in 15 years." Prof, of
rather than other sentimentsalso." Government Charles S. Hauss
Prof, of FrenchJane Moss
"I was not pleased that the library
"Nothing tangible was accom- was closed because it impinges on

"Colby will feel alot better about
itself- that's the only tangiblething
that will come of it."Prof of Chemistry, David Bourgaize
"I didn't see how I could make the
connection( between racial issues
and physics.)" Prof, of Physics,
John M. Dudley
"The effects won't be huge / but
there wasa subtle and lasting statement made." Prof, of Performing
Arts, Richard C. Sewell

Colby 's Water Exceeds
Federal Regulations

Joy Marean
Staff Writer

Seily G. Mudd sciencebuildirig,but
he suggested ineffective chlorination or "something growing in the
system."
Additional tests conducted this
week in Mudd are scheduled to
conclude tomorrow. The committee will then discuss the results next
Friday, after the Northeast Laboratory Systems analyzes the samples,
followed by a written summary to
the Colby community of the safety
of the water.
The testing includes a flushing of
all water facilites in the building

every morning for fifteen minutes,
a sample taken in the afternoon,
and a "resting period" of 24 hours
before the next flushing.
When asked if the name of the
building, commonly known Mudd,
had anything to do with the contaminated water, Nicholson said it
did not, "but isn't that a funny coincidence."
Although Nicholson claimed that
water from all other sources is safe
to drink, the facilities used most
often, or flushed more frequently,
are the safest to use.

Frances Parker,assistant director of
public services of the library sysAll students will receive one ID tem. By September 1989, the card
card from the Registrar this Sep- catalogs of the libraries will be on
tember which they must keep until line, and "this will make for a much
cleaner system,"Parker stated, The
graduation.
"Four to five new ID cards are bar code will also facilitate the acissued per day, and with each new cess to other n earby colleges' licard comes a new ID number," brary systems.
Student who lose their ID cards
stated Registrar George Coleman,
w
ill have to go through several steps
The n ew ID policy, in which stu' receive a new one. "First, the
to
dents will have only one ID numstudent
will have to go the regisber, will eliminate this problem.
"Discussions began a year ago t rar's office to receive a now one.
when we began talking about auto- Then , he will have to come to the
mating the library system/ stated dining services to receive a newbar

code. Finally, he will have to go to
the library services to receive the
second bar code for his ID card,"
said Dan Eusebio, Director of Dining Services.
The ID card, resembling a driver's
liscense, will be imprinted with the
student's nam e, I D number, and
date of birth, and will be affixed
with two bar codes, one for the
dining service compu t er net work
and one for the library system. The
new ID card will also be thinner,
more flexible, and contained in a
longer lasting pouch than the current hard plastic pouch.

"Something is seriously wrong,"
said AdministrativeVice President
Stanley Nicholson this week, af t er
reviewing a recent batch of campus
water tests.
One sample had J000 ppb lead
level,which is far above the legally
safe level of 50 ppb. "It is astounding. We've never ftad a reading like
that before/"stated Nicholson.
Nicholson does not know the reasons for the high lead level in the

Student ID's Overhauled

by Joy Marean
Staff Writer

"It took pobtical action from the
women's group for Colby to consider hiring a woman psychotheraThirteen faculty members and pist" said Irgang.
seventeen students decided last
Still, there are no women at the
Health
Center with decision-makMonday to form a Task Force on
Sexism after gathering to discuss ing power.Today,the only woman
recent instances of sexual discrimi- on the Health Advisory Committee
is Patrice Franco-Jones, director of
nation.
This commission will, "investigate Colby'sWomen'sStudiesProgram.
and act upon issues of (sexist) mis- She is untenured.
treatment in the realms of athletics, One of the goals of the new Task
academics, health care, and social Force calls for Colby to hire a coorlife at Colby," according to a peti- dinator of Women's services, to
tion the group is circulating around insure a tenured woman is put on
campus.
the Health Advisory Committee
" At the meeting, Phyllis Mannoc- (Associate Professor of French,Jane
chi, Associate Professor of English, Moss was nominated for this posirecalled a similar group being tion at Monday's meeting), j
formed in the mid seventies that
Another goal tries to ensure that
pushed for the hiring of more fe- faculty and staff with records of
male staff persons. As a result,Janet sexist verbal and physical assault
Irgang, now Colby's Psychothera- be asked to leave Colby.
A petition with these requests will
pist, was employed at the Health
Center.
be circulating this week.
by Cinda H. Jones
Staff Writer

PREAMBLE
The following people have met to discuss their concern about
sexism at Colby.Specific concrete actions must be taken by all members
oi the Colby community to reveal the ever-present damage caused by
sexism. This petition represents a substantial step in this commitment
.
to eradicate sexism at Colby.
Nikky Singh, Religion
'"
Sonya Rose, Sociology
Jean Sanborn, English
Ellen Langford '90
Kathleen Murphy '89
Lisa Reilly, Art
Janet Irgang
Nicky Farkas.'92
Cheryl Gariepy '91
Cinda Jones '90
Phyllis Mannocchi,English
Margrit Lichterfeld, MFL
Lisa Low, English
Rachel Tilney '89
Marilyn Mavrinac,Education

Patti Hopperstead, CS
"
Briarf Axel/89"
Maggy Libby '81, Library
Rachel Bernstein '89
Carolyn Lockwood '89
Sonya Hall '89
Suzanne Falgout, Soc.
Andrea Sparks '90 .
Eileen McGrath '90
Lizzie Clapham '89
Jane Moss,MFL
Andy Williams '91
Julia Smith '89
M'Evie Mead '89
Melissa Early '89

I

SEXISM PETITION
We believe that Colby should form an on-going Commission on the
Status of Women. Members of the Commission should include students, staff, and faculty. The Commission would investigate and act
upon issues of mistreatment in the realms of athletics, academics,
K
health care, and social life at Colby.
The Commission's goal would be to confront sexism through examination,education, and discussion. We demand that the administration
outwardly support the Commission'severy effort to activate the Colby
Community to achieve this goal.

Off The Hill
' Midsai^^

Today students are staging a boycott of classes to protest the tuition
hike which raises the comprehensive fee from 17,000 in '87-'88 to 19,000
in '88-89.

Tufts University

Dean of Undergraduate Studies David Maxwell is leaving Tufts af ter
17 years to become President of Whitman College in Walla, Walla,
Washington .

Williams

Several student groups are funding an all-campus mailing of "safe sex
kits" during the last week of classes. These kits will include condoms,
lubricant,gloves, a "dental dan," and 3 pages of instructions.

Perestroika Opens
"Pandora 's Box "

Security Officer Charges Maine
Resident With Criminal Threatening

by Lori Wnght
News Editor

Security Officer Ron Cutter has
charged Daryn Plante with criminal threatening after an incident
outsideof Dana last Saturday night.
Plante, a Biddeford resident who
was visiting a Colby student with
two other Mends, was visibly intoxicated when "he threatened to
kill me," Cutter said.7
The date of his arraignment has
been set for May 30.
According to reports,jitneydriver

Plante ran to the front of Dana
Tim Christensen 91 was waiting
for someone outside of Dana when where he and Cutter began "strughewasharrassedbythethreedrunk, gling on the lawn," according to
non-Colby students. After calling reports.
Finallythe WatervillePolicewere
Safety and Security switchboard,
officers Ron Cutter and Mark Prince notified and Plante was driven to
appeared on the scene, where they the police station and arrested for
criminal threatening, which is
asked the individuals for ID.
Plante then threatened Cutter's when an individual "intentionally
life, alledgely saying, "I can kill or knowingly places another peryou...I can kill you anytime I want." son in fear of imminent bodily inAt this point, Prince called the jury." In addition, Plante was isWaterville Police but the lines were sued a "trespass warning" which
bars him from returning to campus.
busy.

Deb aters Wh allop
Thomas
by George Stevens
Contributor
The Colby Debate team trounced
Thomas College in a prepared policy debate on gun control April 27.
As members of the opposition,
Marty Dodge '89, David Vincent
'91, and George Stevens '89 argued
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against gun control.
Thomas student Rob Plant served
as the moderator for last Thursday's debate, which was well attended by students and faculty from
both colleges. All three of the judges
were Thomas College faculty.
Last Thursday's debate was the
third verbal clash between students
from the two schools this year as
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Colby's debate coach, David Horton Mills, has worked closely with
Professor Doug Lepley of Thomas
ih arranging the meetings between
Colby and Thomas in arranging
several meetings. Plans are already
being made for further bouts with
Thomas in the fall as well as intercollegiate tournaments throughout New England.

Catherine Breen
Staff Writer
Wrapping up a semester's worth
of lectures concerning US/Soviet
relations, Pulitzer prize winning
author, David Shipler, conducted a
series of seminars and speeches last
week at Colby. Shipler began his
day by visiting several classes and
concluded with an informative lecture entitled "Democratization
within the Soviet Union" at night.
In between these two activities,
Shipler entertained interested students and professors with an informational session about the nationality issue in the Soviet Union and
informal question and answer period over dinner.
In his lecture on prospects for
democratization/Shipler called the
degree of change within the Soviet
Union "remarkable",but was quick
to point out that the "dangerous
confluence of ideas" there Could
potentially spell chaos if elements
of perestroika are not properly
implemented. He carefully balanced the strengths and weaknesses
of Gorbachev's reform movement,
noting that, like everyone else, he is
not sure what lies in store for the
Soviet Union.
Having been in the Soviet Union
at the Armenian earthquake,Shipler
commented that there now appears

Dr. Bennett
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continued from page 1

Dr. Bennett explained that "I am a
veryhuggiesort of personina sense
that I will oftentimes,when I talk to
people,put my arm around them or
touch them and I know that sometimes people are sensitive to that."
He added, "young people are more
sensitive to that kind of
touching.""I've always prided
myself on the closeness 1 have with
people 1 work with and know,"
Bennett said. When asked if kissing
patients is an appropriate extension of this "closeness," Bennett at
first declined to comment, then admitted, "it's not necessarily a professional thing to do." Bennett recalls kissing "maybeS or 6 students"
in the 3 years he has practiced at
Colby, but,he says, "it looked like
they needed it."
"I've seen about 75,000 student
contacts while here at Colby," Bennett said. "No doctor can anticipate
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Potok

continued from page 1
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Revisited, a story about an upperclass, British, Catholic family. To
Potok that family symbolized three
of the many aspects of life about
which he was completely unfamiliar.
"I'll never forget the affect that
book had on me," he said. "I'd
neVer had an experience like that
before... Idon 't understand it to this
day." He recalled "feeling an utter
sense of astonishment" about the

moreopposingviewpointsand criticism withinthe Soviet press. "There
is a resurrection of the truth in the
Soviet Union," he mentioned.
Shipler noted recent events,such as
Populist Boris Yeltsiii's recent victory for the Congress of People's
Deputies and the publication of
previously banned Literature, that
giveSoviets and therest of the world
reason for optimism However, he also cited specific
areas of controversy that have been
exacerbated by someof Gorbachev's
reforms, such as ethnic tensionsand
regional disputes. Addressing the
economic problems in the Soviet
Union, Shipler said, "There still is
an aversion to private enterprises,
co-ops are very few in number,and
prices are climbing." "Gorbachev
has opened up Pandora's box, "
explained Shipler and nobody
knows what forces of change will
be released .
Shipler, former Moscow corre-

spondent for the New York Times.
was stationed there for several years
in the late 1970's. Upon returning
he wrote Russia: Broken Idols.
Solemn Dreams, which has been
used in the past in. government
courses here at Colby. An updated
edition of this book is expected out
this summer. Currently, Shipler is
a senior associate at the Carnegie
Endowment for InternationalPeace
in Washington, D.C.
the needs and wants of all his patients," he explained, adding that
being a doctor in a college environment is like "practicing medicine in
a fishbowl" where one physician
must meet the need sof all members
of the community.
A I though Bennett said "the last thing
a doctor needs to do is make people
uncomfortable - I'm lucky to have
this kind of feedback,''be concluded
that the Echo articles on student
complaints about hisbehavior have
been "an obvious attempt at character assassination."
Sincethe two students complained
about his behavior two weeks ago,
Earl Smith reports he has spoken
with Bennett, although he would
not reveal the subject addressed in
their conversationTheadministration appears to be
concerned about these complaints,"
said Franko-Jones- President Cotter is conducting an investigation.
Yet, said Franko-Jones, "whether
or not anything comes out of that
remains to be seen."

ideaspresented to him in thatnovel.
When writing about confrontations, Potok hopes that others will
be caught up in the small and particular world he creates on paper.
The audience responded just as
enthusiastically to the ideas presented . Freshman Lisa Miller said,
"I totally agreed with what he said
in that literature is a good way to
encounter other cultures and different time frames. You can tell that
a book is successful when it draws
you into it."
The lectured was sponsored by
the Lipman family and was organized by Brad Schlamg '89,president
of Colby's Hillel.

FEATURES
Dealing With E ating Disorders
by Becky Streett
Contributor
"Some five million American
women suffer from eating disorders,"according to Rachel Tilney, a
senior at Colby who has devoted
her senior independent project to
researching eating disorders. Studies show that anywhere from 5to 20
percent of female college students
suffer from either anorexia or bulimia.Janet Irgang,Colby's psychotherapist, described anorexia nervosa as "a disease of rigid self-starvation, resulting in at least 20 to 25
percent body weight loss, amenhorrhea (cessation of a normal
menstrual cycle),hyperactivity,and
distorted images of one's body."
Bulimia isa similardiseasewhose
victims are very easily addicted to
its cyclical effect. Bulimics go
through periods of binge eating
where they consume excessive
amountsof food,"following byselfinduced vomiting and/or purging
with laxatives and/or diuretics,"
according to Irgang. In both diseases, victims often refuse to eat
despite incredible bouts of hunger,
but with bulimics, the cycle essentially says to them "you've been
good all week,you deserve to eat as
much as you can of all your favorite
things."
After the binge, a feeling of oversatiation and guilt sets in which
causes the bulimic to make herself
vomit,or take excessive amounts of
diuretics or laxatives. This process

repeats and grows with tune, not
only increasing physical harm,but
creating psychological and financial troubles as well. The addiction
to this cycle can become very expensive, as a drag addiction can,
costing up to several hundreds of
dollars per week.
Because the issue of eatingdisorders at Colbyis such a personal and
secretive one, it is hard to know
how many students suffer from
these diseases. Tilney believes that
at least half of the women on the
Colby campus suffer from an eating disorder of some type, yet she
feelsthat "practically everywomen
has some sort problem with food."
Statistics of researchers reveal that
one fifth of college-aged women
suffer from such eating disorders.
When asked why the problem is
so big at Colby, both Tilney and
Irgang responded that the problem
hereis not necessarily worse than at
other colleges around the country.
The Socio-Cultural Theory, which
consists of the pressure women feel
to conform to the "body ideal", is
one factor that accounts for the rise
of eating disorders in women. In
our society many people feel that
perfect equals thin. The media constantly promotes the inspiration of
America's ideal women: tall, beautiful, successful, smart, and thin;
unfortunately,this is destructive.
The diet industry also fertilizes
the rising numbers of eating-disorders in America. The truth is that
most fad diets advertised do not
work. Even if you happen to lose

weight during the course of a fad
diet, the chances of keeping that
weight off are minimal to none.
Unfortunately, that is the point of
most radical diets. After all, if a
company invents a diet that is ultimately effective, they lose a customer; if, however, a person loses
weight during the diet,then regains
it, the chances are great that that
person will go back to that diet,
thus spending more money.
There is a program called
Overeaters Anonymous that is
sponsored by Alcoholics Anonymous,however,that is confidential
and free. This program had been
very helpful for those with food
addiction, which has been equated
with alcohol addiction with its use
to help relieve stress.
The most effective way to lose
weight according to Irgang is
"through exercise and decreasing
the amount of dietary fat intake.
Each person'sbody has a certain set
point around which her weight will
fluctuate, if a woman follows a
radical diet and loses weight, her
metabolism will slow, and then her
body will tell her that it needs food.
Once she returns to her regular
pattern of eating,her weight will go
up again."
Irgang wrote an article about feelings. Aspectsthat are important
eating disorders, in which she in life should be emphasized bestressed
sides thinness, such as selfresteem.
should
understand
women
that
When dealing with someone you
that perfection is not a necessary suspect has an eating disorder, try
goal. She also advises women with to avoid such topics as dieting, eateating disorders to talk with people ing habits in general, and physical
whom they trust, sharing their true appearance. Also, women should

not turn to food for relaxation, but
should find other means such as
:mus;ic,.reading, or. taking a walk.
If a person isconcernecfabout her
weight to an extreme level,fake her
for who she is, a friend. Be concerned, but not pushy, and most
importantly, be supportive.

Alexander Is A Sophomore With A Mission

by Tracy Hardman
Staff Writer
Sophomore Gabriel Alexander
has all the characteristics of a typical Colby student, He dresses casually, has a backpack permanen tly
slung over one shoulder and looks
like h e kn ows his way aroun d t he
campus.Only there'sone thing that
makes Alexander different from
other sophomores. Alexander is 34years old. Returning to Colby this
February after a ten-year absence,
Alexander had previously completed two years at Colby as a geology major. In 1978,during his jun-

ior year, "thingsfell apart,"hesaid.
A combination of "personal difficulties" forced upon Alexander the
realization that,"I needed to leave."
Alexander spent the next ten
years dedicating his life to others.
Directly after leaving Colby, he
taught English as a second language
in New Haven,Conn. Later, while
remaining in Connecticut, he
worked in a number of positions in
such places as the Yale Psychiat r ic
Institute in family therapy, the
(Jonneticut Mental Health Center
and the Cormeticut Community
Care Hospital in elderly care.
Alexander' also spent what he
described as an "amazing and
peaceful" time, when he t ook care

of an elderly patient during the last
mont h's of the patient's life. He
also devoted time to The Country
Place Inc., a residential treatment
center for young adults. He has
spen t the past 10 years "building
experiences in different kinds of
clinical settings with the idea that I
will someday like to be a counselor
myself," Alexander said.
Additionally, he spent some of
the 10 years exploring deliberately
varied experiences, rang ing from
landscape gardening, hosting a
rest aurant, working at jobs i n a
bookstore, a ranch, an d as "a baker
on the night shift." He valued all
these experiences because he got to
"see a lot of the world."

It was during one of these experiences that Alexander decided to
return to Colby. While working on
a ranch and helping with child care
in Sante Fe, New Mexico, he took a
course at the local college which
reminded him, "this is something I
really want to do." He then decided
to return to Colby. "For me coming
back to Colby was a way of completeingthecirclel'dalreadystarted
here," he said. After successfully
going through the reapplication
process, he decided to matriculate
in February with the class of 1991
and felt right "at home" when he
returned to campus.
This timearound,Alexander says
that, "my whole attitude is to accentuate the positive now." He attributes part of this optimistic outlook
to the fact that "I'm really doing it
forme. My perspectivehas ch anged,
my reasons for being Her much
clearer. I've come back to learn."
'"I'm inspired by the faculty in
both the Spanish and Religion
depart ment s, he said.
Upon graduation from Colby,
Alexander will have earned a B.A.
in Spanish and religion from Colby
and,becauseof credit obtained from
ot h er courses he has taken, a B.S.
from the University of the State of
New York Regents College. He
plans to attend graduate school in
order to fully prepare himself for
teaching at the college level.
Alexandcrdefinesothcr student's
reactions to his presence as, "a

mixture of surprise and encouragement. People think it's awesome."
"I think it's awesome too."
Alexander said that if he had any
wish for other Colby students it
would be for them,"to realize that
you have a choice. Celebrate the
fact that you are here with this incredible opportunity of dedicated
faculty and awesome educational
resources."
*•
When discussing the reason he
chose to live residentially, Alexan:
der said,"What I really wanted was
to become reintegrated with the
community.Totake full advantage"
of the residential aspect of college
life. "I felt I'd be too isolated off
campus," Alexander said. He also
said that living on campus is "an
ext raordinary luxury", referring to
the lectures, cultural activities, library,and dining servicesavailable.
Alexander often can be seen
cheering on the baseball t eam, lacrosse t eam or any other Colby
group he feels h is suppor t will help.
Alexander himself is involved in
extracurricular activities such as the
Environm en tal Council, Outing
Club, Colby Ortan Society, and
Spanish Club. He saysthat his highest extracurricular priority is "an
eagerness to support other groups."
Alexander's overwhelmingly
positive attitude is exemplified in
his words, "I needed to leave, but
I'm so glad I'm back. There is too
much to celebrate (now) to focus on
any regrets."

Leaving The Hill For "Out There "
by Jennifer Scott
FeaturesEditor
'
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With plans ranging from making
burritos to working on Wall Street,
Colby seniors are preparing for life
after college. While many students
feel nervous at the prospect of leaving the safe Colby environment,
students graduating with four years
of college education have reason to
feel optimistic if they seek to enter
the job market.
According to the Federal Bureau
of Labor Statistics,thejob market is
better nowthan ithasbeensincethe
late 1960's for those withbachelor's
degrees. This is due to the fact that
the number of 18-22 year olds is
decreasing and the number of jobs
requiring four years of college

education is increasing.
But not all Colby students are
planning on entering the-job market right away. Many have plans
like senior Bret Dixon's. "I'm going
to get a summer job that doesn't
require much thinking. I've been
thinking for four years and I want
to take a break for a while." When
asked what kind of a job won't take
much thinking, Dixon responded,
"Maybe working in a restaurant,
being a stockboy,picking up trash.
That kind of thing."
Another senior,Robert Hoops,has
various plans which he hopes will
allow him to decide what career he
is most interested in. Hoops would
liketo go to graduate school to study
legislative affairs,teach high school
history, and work in Washington
D.C. on Capital Hill. Hoops sees

each of these plans as "a ball that year.Shesaysabout her year abroad,
I'm juggling.Hopefully I'll catch all "I went away to Europe and got to
three and then drop the two that see so muchof thosecountries. Then
I'm least interested in pursuing."
I got back and realized that there is
Capital Hill is a for cry from where so much of my own country that I
senior Laurie Raveis plans to make want to see."
One of the things that worries
her home upon graduation. Raveis
intends to work on a horse ranch in Raveis about many Colby students
Santa Fe, New Mexico for part of is that, "Most students at Colby are
the summer. She then wantsto visit used to living a certain very comseveral of the national parks out fortable lifestyle. When they graduWest and in September,she goes to ate from this cosy little world of
work in the marketing department Colby they're going to be hit with
of a Connecticut real estate firm for the fact that from that moment on
a year. After that, Raveis says she they're going to have to do it on
could end up doing anything from their own."
"being an envirnmental lawyer to
Senior Scott Jablonski is still waithanging out with Cheech and ing to hear from various financial
Ghong."
institutions to which he has applied
Raveis say that thebestthingColby for jobs. He says that he'll miss lots
did for her was allowing her the of things about Colby when he
opportunity to go away her junior graduates,namely sleeping until all

hours of the day, drinking on a
regular basis with his buddies and
basketball,although he'd like to tiy
his hand at coaching some day. As
for the what he wants in life,
"Wealth, success and ten kids," is
Jablonski'sresponse.Why ten kid s?
'To make five quality beer die
teams."
Senior Andrew Simmons' plans
for after Colby are simple. "I want
to write books and do talk shows,"
he says. Actually, there's more to
Simmons' plans than that. He says,
"I would like to travel and I'm not
worried about making money.I just
want to be happy; hence, I don't
have a job lined up.after graduation." After thinking a minute
about his true goals in life, Simmons responded, "I just wanna
bowl. That's all I wanna do."

Student Uses Jan Plan
For Special Reunion
This excerpt was takenfrom the April
11 issue of the Bangkok Post.
A Colby College student whose
father died at the hands of the
Khmer Rouge used the school's
unusual whiter study programme
lo retulm't^Ws hMV^Ka&Mthea,'
wftere ne found his mother and
younger sister.
"They travelled all day on motorcycles to get to Phnom Penh, and
when they arrived I started crying,
there were a lot of tears," said
Soneath Hang, 22, a senior who is
studying to become a doctor.
After Soneath's father was killed,
his mother took him and his two
sisters - only one was able to make
the reunion tri p to Phnom Penh from their home in Kampuchea to a
refugee camp near the Thai border
in 1979, and Soneath soon spotted

an opportunity for a better life and
an education.
On the edge of the camp was an
orphanage,and Soneath heard refugee workers were planning to take
some of the orphans to a camp in
Thailand, where they eventually
would be placed with families in
Germany, France, and the United
¦
Stated <s- -y ^j . , ->. ,• , _ :;;. • ;, , .. _ : ,. .

' °- Soneath thought about leaving
his native country for a long time,
then asked his mother if he could
move to the orphanage. "It was a
very difficult decision for my
mother," he said. "I was her only
son, the only man in the family."
But his mother finally approved,
and Soneath moved into a Thai
refugee camp.
That first step began an odyssey
that would lead first to an adoptive
family in New Hampshire,then on
to Colby, where Soneath is majoring in chemistry with plans to be-
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come a physician.
Soneath had not heard from his
family since leaving Kampuchea.
But Colby's unusual JanPlan in
which students can take the month
of January to pursue different or
unusual fields of study, allowed
him to return to Kampuchea this
year and locate his mother just a
daybeforehehadtoreturnto Maine.
"At the last minute he found his
mother and sister after 10 years,"
said Edward Hersey, a Colby
spokesman. "He had to leave them
behind, but now he knows where
they are. He's a wonderful kid."
Soneath's relocation to the US
came about when he met a Jefferson, N.H., minister, the Rev Peter
Pond,who was working in the refugee camp in Thailand. Although
Pondandhis wife already had eight
children, they adopted Soneath and
two other Kampuchean boys Arnchorn and Lekhana.

By GARY LARSON

Task Force Plans
continued from page 1

eluding a minority studies requirement. If not a requirement, a possible option consists of creating a
more extensive and varied selection of electivecourses dealing with
such topics as the role of minorities
in America, howv stereotypes are
formed,the effects pf oppressio n on
the economy and society, or why
minorities are treated the way they
are. The credits from aforementioned classes may go toward the
social sciencesrequirementor freshman seminar requirement. Also,
incorporating minority literature
and ideology, into classes which
presently represent white upper
nttddleclass views,is beingconsidered.
"Blast! ... The elephants are sick again!"

Forming a f reshman orien t ati on
with a theme of racial understanding and oppression will also be
suggested and discussed.
"There has been an awful Lot of
enthusiasm for an annual or biannual event like this [24 hour racialawarenessperiod] which would
take the form of a workshop. We'll
probably make a recommendation
fto President Cotter].about this,"
said Bryant.
"The important thing for everyone to realize here is that in no way
is the problem solved," said Junior
Carol Lockwood, another member
of the Task Force. 'That is not the
way the event was designed and it
is not a problem that can be just
simply solved.^Thc event was designed as something to open the
campus to discussion."'

Classifieds
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization
that would like to make $500
- $1,000 for a one week oncampus marketing project.
Must be organized and hardworking. Call Jill or Corine at
(800) 592-2121.
For sale: Standard small refrigerator. Excellent condition. $25.00. Call Sue X3017
or Box 312.
STAYING IN WATERVILLE
FORTHESUMMER?Newlyrenovated apt. available for
sublet with option for permanent residency. $350 per
month or best offer. Call 8779976 if interested.
Boston/Cambridge sublet
Colby Alumni ('84) looking
for Colby undergraduates to
sublet apt. Modern fully furnished 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, full bath. Located at the Harvard business
school campus 5 minutes
from Harvard square. Available June 1 - August 30.
$1090/mo.
Call Todd Halloran at (617)
498-5465.
HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER?
Jet there anytime for $160 or
less with AIRHITCH(r) (as
reported in Consumer Reports, NY Times, Good
Housekeeping, Let's Go, and
on national network morning shows).
For details, call AIRHITCH,
212-864-2000.
The Waterville Area
Women's Bowling Association needsa logo for pins and
patches.
A prizeof $25 will be awarded
to the winner. Anyone who
would like to try please submit entry to Ellie at the Student Post Office. It should
pertain to bowling and the
Waterville area. Some ideas
are: homatatives, Hathaway
shirts (a bowling ball with an
eye-patch), Paper products,
2-cent bridge, Lombard. Be
sure to use the initials
W AWBA! These should be in
before you leave as it will be
picked this summer.

The HealthCenter would
like to inform any students who will need a
pre-employment physical to please call X-3394
to make an appointment
as soon as possible. Some
employers with pre-employment physicals require X-ray and/or laboratory work that could
take up to three weeks to
process. Please schedule
your appointments so
that you will have any Xrays and lab work done
beforeyouleavecampus.

Does anybody have a copy of
the David Letterman show
from Friday December, 2
1988? Heusedaletter by Brian
Kaplan on that show about
killing a skunk. If you have
any information,I am willing
to pay the person, who comes
through.ContactBrian at 4657688.

Laur , Duena patrol set for
89-90 season. Glad you'll be
there,butwatchout-weknow
all!
P.'S. Thanks for the trans-atlanticgossip.You'rebestever!

Feminist table: I didn't know
Jane Fonda, Muriel Hemingway would be there, I would
have come. Why have you
Pun and sun on an island forgotten to tell methat? Petty
for the summer! Sandwich jealousies between women? shop workers needed on The French guy
Monhegan island, off the
coast of Rockland. Room and Danielsan- How's it feel to
board provided. Call June havea longstickand get some
Dayat (207) 594-4743orwrite P.T.?
at Box 17. Monhegan Is., ME
Darn! I ran out of Tartar
04852.
Control Dove!

Personals

G-

I LOVE your pants! Do you
Sonya:A month before,I was LOVE my shoes?
wrong, now I'm late. Problem with the date: big happy
Quote of the Week:
birthday- Love, Olivier
"Pizza makes me happy,but
To a hot rubia: The salmanti- scamming is my life."
nos are bummed you're not
coming- and you should be "She'shot the type of woman
too! The city is teeming with you'd meet in a country bar."
lucious men all looking for a
Ttent Quote of the Week:
hot rubia like you!
"We completed in-depth
HDG- I know things will surveysofeveryoneinvolved
workout.Just keep a smile on to determine the most approyour face, and come to talk to priate equipment for each
me wheneveryou want. -EBB situation," said Liz. "The primary buyer was impressed
with the thoroughness of the
Elvis Lives!
Last seen late Friday night at presentation we made. Our
the Stupid Center - Wanted recommendations not only
straight for Saturday morn- provided equipment but a
complete systems approach,"
ing.
she added.
Here lies Alex, six feet
Derkins says:
down.
Getting clean is fun!
All in Black, underground.

±__ _ :

Here we stand, quite
impressed.
We too, in Black are
dressed.
Rows and rows of Morrissey stones.
But here we stop, on Alex's
bones.
For prophetic sayings, we
are starved.
And here over Alex, we see
carved,
"Home at last."
And that was all.

Walter Felton,any Pain lately.
You, you, you, you; You are,
you are, you are, you are;
everything, everything, everything, EVERYTHING ,
EVERYTHING , EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING.
If you feel cheated out of
groundballs,come to the first
meeting for ground ballaholics anonymous. Time T.B.A.
Reneewhen's Mrs. Kaylor going to
send me trident gum? Tell
her to use extra stamps!

Spizdog- We want to know H&H- a/k/a Smurf & ;
how such a short man can (you know what your name
is!) Just a little hi from far
have such a Fast gun?
away. Good luck, have fun,
Miss little raspberry: Ici, j'ai and get a job for God's sake!
achete" du "truc-for-lips" er Love you! -L
"j'aime ca", vraiment. I miss
you, see-yotrsoon. -Olivier Royal Ugly Dudes! Beware of
the next tri-Wanda keg!!
Chubbles,You said you never
had your own before. Now Camilla and Pamela: I'm
trying to find a book for the
you do. How's it feel?
waterbed. Big smile- Me.
Love, Little Lamb

. . .and here's a fer away
dedication for our dear purple
godfairy... CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR GRADUATION, SCARECROW!
Sue "Scripps"- So glad I met
you this semester! Can't wait
to see you next year back at
Claremont! (I hope you cut
this out and save it forever.) Martina

Room-woah!
Chris D. W.-You have really The High Street car- flying
high again?
nice eyes.
S.D.-After that kind of sweat
you de..de..definitely need a
We haven't gotten drunk or Historical babes! In response shower. .
calzoned lately... what's to your nastyness:
I can't think of anything grossa Beast-Strangethings are afoot
wrong with us!
Than the girls at the Pondarosa at the Circle K . -L
They all have severe halitcsa
Study-woah!
Unlike the WANDAROSA
Kendra- only time I ever see
*
XOXWWW (enough Said) you in the dorm is for the
Guid- She didn't like the
crotchlessones? Seemedquite
firedrills!Gnessyouwouldn't
William, William it was... want to miss those. -Marfy
tasty to me!
REALLY NOTHING.
Maybe it would be easier to
Girls-Thanksfor understandfind if you had some tweez- Andy A., What does the ing. . .NO more stress,I promequipment room bookie serv- ise! You g^iys are the best
ers.
ice place the odds on you friends ever. . .Get psyched
Someone has my VCR mov- scoring Saturday?
for some serious bonding
ies, and I need them back
soon! Love, Spike
Sandog-How much did it cost
soon!
1) LostBoysf Scarf a c e Another
to get your skirt cleaned?
/
CSO- There's something
Movie
under the covers. . . your
2) E.T./Co/ors/Another LSM- Who's on the phone? roomie!
And what's the capital of P.S.- Thanx for the inconvenMovie
3) Def Leppard: Histeria/ Texas? You know,right? -the ience!!
Guns 'n Roses/ The Diceman 4th of 315
¦Jessiejess^ Whereiha.ye.ypu
Cometh
iEach is labeled in red ink. If HPBY .Y6u}let^tiie^gatdisn beeiwHlmvlileAfelSaSMjfflU : anyonehas them, or has seen opportunity pass Friday, call me! -CB^**^^
them, please return them or dummy!How'sthe popcorn?
give meacall. Wayneor Tony and the man behind it?! -the You guys- It better not be 7:35
4th of 315
x3019.
REAL SOON!
Love, Me
Chucka B., We know she got JLP'
you some aspirin, what else Well, 1 knew Brown was in H.B;R.I.! . . . You draw a good I hope you have a nice day.
did you get?
"tube," partner! -the 4th of Good luck on your paper. I
love you.
Plume de la, Was the ride 315
-H.B.
good for you after the last
Sheldon
called.
K-Goob,
game?
D-Goob, Barry called, but Good luck on exams everyone!!Chris D.W., Don't fall for it, maybe he wanted K.
-B
•With love, the Parisian with
she tried that on me!
half the work you have!
was
fun!
"Quebec"
L
G
L'
s,
Bill & Bob's much???
And "Camden!" Are we Clare, Maeve, Mya, Kelly,
Marc's words of wisdom for going to let the seniors go Double Kristen,
away w/ o a party?
let's hear it for the housftnext
the week:
year! . . .By the way; I'm
Practice, practice, practice...
cominghomejul yl st!See me
until you die. Then it won't ChrispyDon't forget about Sunday at Logan 23:39.
matter any more!
With love, Suze
You can have whatever you night. And maybe Friday???
have
one
week
left
,
You
only
want... you just have to have
Happy Birthday Kelly!
the audacity(balls) to ask for lucky shit. I'll miss you.
-B
-Love S-uze
it.

COME TO RHODE ISLAND, COME TO BROWN THIS SUMMER!
For a Summer Course catalog, call or mit e,'
Brown Unlvorolty Summor Studios • Box T-106« Provldonoo , RI 02912 • (401-063-7000)

¦H^^ ^^ BB
Test us. Call today.

1-800-332-TEST

FRESHMEN !

Pick up your class of '92 stadium cups on Tuesday, May 9
from 10:30 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. in
theStudentCenterlobby. Useful and free.
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By GARY LARSON

p hoto by Cathy Palmer
The Wales Tennis courts have finally undergone their much needed repair and the men 's team will
host Bates, Thursday, May 11 at 3 o'clock.

BBBKHHra HHlroBBBW
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mSm ^^^
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"Hey, Zoran! What's happenin'?! ... Give
me six!"

Irgang

have sold their house and will be
moving to Florida sometime next
continued from page 1
year. Irgang expects to be here for
September and October, and has
said that sheis currently "trying not said,"When wehavea definite date,
to let [her] disillusionment with the at that point I will give the college
system affect [her] interaction with sufficient notice."
students, faculty, and staff." She Although Earl Smith, Dean of the
stressed that she will be sad to leave College,is aware that Irgang doesn't
Colby. "It's been the students that like Dr. Bennett, he was also told
have kept me here for so long."
that Irgang was leaving because she
Irgang and her husband, Paul, didn't like the cold weather.
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WHILE IT'S HOT

In pizza, it's got to be hot to be good. And ours is always hot because we
deliver in 30 mi nu tes or less,guaranteed.
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Specials for Ma rch:

873-0100
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-Bud - Bud lt.
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receive a 16" one-item
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all 12pk. cans only
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Just look for the flashing arrow on the right just past the car
wash!

215A College Ave.
873-4837

Mon-Sat 7am-9pm
Sun 12pm-7pm

LETTERS/OPI NION
I Didn t Mar ch
I was one of the people who didn't partici pate in Colby's march against racism
last week. Now that I've had some time to think about my decision, I still think I'd
stay home.
Don't give up on me yet. Read a little further first.
1agree that Colby is a better place for having conducted the two day racial
awareness blitz. If nothing else, the diversity issue received some much needed
attention and discussion. Clearly, the event should have a positive impact on the
campus atmosphere.
Unfortunately, none of my classes discussed the racism or diversity issues. Some
of my fellow students requested to, but no deal. The fifty minute slots ticked off
with no celebrating of diversity,no confronting racism.
The many faculty members who did seize the moment and encourage dialogue
in their classes should be applauded not only for surrendering a class period ,but
for helping set the tone that allowed Wednesday night's round fable discussions
to be the most successful event of the two-days.
The Wednesday dinner discussion was truly a culminating event. While it was
the only event of the two days which I participated in,the people I've talked with
who attended a number of the events agreed that the dinner discussion entailed the
most honest and constructive dialogue of the "24 hours."
Conversations included talk of racism and diversity, but many groups also discussed the "24 hours"itself. People who felt forced to participate in the awareness
days (like those who attended the march to avoid being labelled unsupportive of
the diversity cause) wereable to express that without being condemned. They may
have been challenged by fellow students,but not condemned.
I regret not having participated more in the events last week- except for the march
to the field house. The Morning Sentinel said the event was more like a stroll. For
me, a march is sort of an uprising- a protest if you will,an emotional outpouring
and somewhat chaotic. Ours was a choreographed event.
Granted,the large turnout was a laudable show of support for a difficult issue,but
the march was more for t.v. news clips and future Colby promotional video tapes
than it was for diversity. Many students attended the march for fear of being
labelled with some racist facsimile or simply to see what ihe whole thing was
about.
I didn't march because I believe Colby has moved beyond the emotional confrontation of racism and that the time for constructive dialogue is here. We should have
had two dinner discussions instead of one and a march.
After about two hours, my dinner discussion group decided to wrap things up.
Unfortunately,as positive as our discussion was,we struggled at length with "the
next step for Colby and us." Short of confronting racist behavior, what can
students do to further diversity and improve Colby's atmosphere for minorities?
Hopefully,we will all keep pressure on the administration,keep talking, and not
let the issue fade away. Colby should increase the number of minority faculty
members and decrease the number of racists. Pay faculty who teach core courses
to research relevant minority issues and incorporate the material into their
syllabus'.
Of course, we should all join the efforts of those who sponsored the "Racial
Awareness Days" and do everything possible to increase the numberof minority
students at Colby and ensure that we foster an enriching atmosphere for all Colby
students.
Chip Gavin
Special Editor

The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions present on
this page do not necessarily represent the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers,especially thosewithin the immediate community. They should not exceed 300 words.
The paper also encourages the submission of opinions which address any issue
of concern. They should not excede 600 words. This policy includes those pieces
written by individual staff members, who for extreme circumstances as determined by the Editor, disagree with the Editorial.
Both letters to the Editor and opinions must be typed,double-spaced,signed,and
include a telephone number. Both must either be in campus mail,addressed to The
Echo by 10:00 a.m. Monday morning, or in the Echo Office by 7:00 p.m., Monday
liight, unless special contact has been made with the Editor.
Both letters to the Editor and opinions will be printed as long as they are not
libelous or obscene, and meet the above requirements. The Editor reserves the
right to edit all submissions.

Keep The Letters
Coming
Criticsclaim that collegejournalism ismerely practicefor the "real world."Curious.
In a sense, college journalism is the purest journalism. Newspapers and publications outside the academic world largely have money as their motivating force. The
"real world" answers not just to their consciences, but to their advertisers.
The Colby Echo doesn't.
Collegenewspapers operate for the sole purpose of getting information to students.
Our purpose is to print the news, both good and bad.
While many letters to the Editor complain about the Echo's dogged pursuit of
potentially negative issues,it is the obligation of a student newspaper to inform the
college community about the issues that affect their lives.
Our readers may not always like what they read,but issues can't be left alone solely
because they are.unpleasant.
Sometimes in our pursuit of the truth we make a mistake. Like any institution or
individual,we are not infallible. The difference is,in journalism, we have the opportunity to correct our errors by printing correction s and by running letters to the
Editor.
The Echo has been consistent in doing both.
The original article on the water issue (1/26/89)
was a case in point where the Echo failed to check
its facts.
Erroneous informationand misspelled nameswere
included in the original reporting of the water
story. When the Echo was made aware of its misEditor
Chris Pr est on
takes,it quickly moved to investigate thoseclaims
and make the necessary corrections.
Special Editor
Nevertheless, an important issue was brought t o
Chip Gavin
light and the Echo has continued to give the water
News Editor
- ' ..
situation serious coverage.
i^tti JMoghfexsbfishsarf:
As a result the administration has'moved tbtofi- usv.-isfiisb
¦
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duct extensive testing of water facilities. Colby
Featu res Editor
students no longer drink from the fountains in
Jennif er Scott
Mudd.
A&E Editor
The Colby community has the right to expect the
Cind a H. Jones
Colby Echo to be a fair and accurate source of fact
and opinion. Whereas four years ago it would
Opin ions Editor
Ka
thy McKiernan
have been a common occurrence to be misquoted
in an Echo article, today that mistake is pounced
Sports Editor
upon, and rightly so. Our readers' expectations
La wrence Rocca
have risen/hopefully with the quality, and accu.Asst. Sports Editor
racy of our reporting.
J ohn Mullen
The Echo has been closely scrutinized in the last
few weeks over its efforts to investigate Dr. BenCopy Editor
nett's role at the Health Center. There have been
Nancy Humm
claims that the Echo has been on a "witch-,
Production Supervisor
hunt".
Magda Lachari t e
Maybe.
Layout Assistants
But, since the articles on Dr. Bennett were pub*
Heidi Meehan
lished, five students have come forward with
Shary l White
complaints about mistreatment at the Health
Center, and one female Health Center staff memHead Typist
Liza Barber
ber has decided to leave Colby because of her
problems with Dr. Bennett.
Photography Editors
Those who do not agree with our vision of the Echo
Cathy Palmer
are welcome to complain in the form of letters to
Bob Lian
Amy Clowes
the Editor, or by speaking with any staff member.
Community input can only broaden our underGraphics Editor
standing of an issue.
Evan Metcalf
However, while community input is wanted, the
Business Manager
Echo will not hesitate to pursue any story that
Paul Beach
warrants its attention.
If the student newspaper fails to tackle controverAdvertising Manager
sial campus issues,it is unclear what other vehicle
Thomas K. Wieck
would have the desire or editorial independence
Circulation Manager
to do so.
Brian Rigney
Journalism comes with a host of ethical responsibilities and wields the power to persuade.
Staff Writers: Allsa Attordi ,Cathcrine
While adhering to its responsibilities, the Echo Breen, David Douglass, Adam Ford,
Dob Fuller , Emily Gallagher, Billy
strives for fair and accurate reporting, whether the Goodman
, Tiacoy Hordman , Geoff
con tent is pleasant or not.
Hayden, J ohn Hayworth , Terrcl
As far as (he Echo is concerned, practice ended a Hutton , Heather Large , J oy Maroon ,
Margaret McCrudden , Brian
Hong time ago.
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Murphy, Peter Road-Smith , Suzanne

Kathleen McKiernan
Opinions Ed i tor

Regnior ,Suzl Schumann , J effre y
Smith , Andrea Solomlto , Lisa
Twomcy, David VVelssman

Equal
Treatment ,
Administrative
Support
I was happy to see Cinda Jones s
editorial (Colby Needs Feminists:
Men and Women) last week. I hope
it will "be a catalyst for more public
awarenessand eventually a redressing of sexual discrimination and
harassment on campus.I would lilce
to add to her editorial a few of my
own concerns.
I am concerned about the health
center not only about complaints
about inappropriatebehavior by the
current resident physician, but
about Janet Irgang's impending
departure and the consequent depletion of the women medical staff
at Colby. Women should have access to women counselors/physicians.
I am concerned, too, about the
video gamein the spa depicting the
assault, and implying the rape,of a
woman by a group of men.
I am concerned about violent,
abusive, person-degrading chants
(whether directed to men or
women) used as warm-ups for
games on some teams on campus.
I am concerned about offensive
descriptions of women used by
students,staff, or faculty members,
both in the athletic and in other
departments. If we are upset about
racial slurs at the Colby-Husson
game, and we should be, why
should we overlook the discriminatory remarks against women? To
cite just one example, the Husson
cheerleadersfisrigris ais6 denigrated;
pt theColby-Husson game,but little
attention has been drawn to that
incident. No person or group—
black, lesbian, gay, Asian, Jewish,
female—should suffer verbal abuse,
and surely verbal abuse should not
be institutionally sanctioned.
Earlier this year several students
came to me to complain about inclass verbal sexual harassment. One
of the things I discovered then was
how uncomfortable students are
with coming forward: there is a fear
that there wiU be no support, there
is confusion about what constitutes
harassment, and there is fear about
being harassed by the system as
one was harassed originally by the
perpetrator.
Students are justifiably nervous
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about coming forward: many do
not know about the sexual harassment committee;many do not know
when they are being abused; even
among faculty members there is
hardly concensus about what sexual harassment is.
UMO has established a commission on the status of women. Colby
should set up a like-minded administration-sponsored task force
to investigate sexism at Colby. This
task force should include among its
demands .education of professors
as well as students about what harassment is. For example, it is harassment to refer to women as
"cracks";it is harassment to put the
word "cunt" on a blackboard and
leave it there throughout class as an
example of "a word that offends
women"; it is harassment to stop
class to comment on a students hair
or jewelry;it is harassment to promise better grades for sexual/social
favors.Thesearejust someexamples
of faculty behavior that have been
brought to my attention.
It is likely this only scratches the
surface of what actually goes on at
Colby. Perhaps it's time Colby
stopped putting on the back burner
the welfare of its women.
Lisa Low

Asst.Professor , Dept. of English

Inaccuracies
Burden Echo
Editorial

J.V. lacrosse coach. None of these
men has ever referred to women as
"cracks/'and I would like to know
just who Cinda Jones thinks is the
men's lacrosse coach.
The next "fact" about men's athletics is that "during warm-ups
some men's sparts teams chant
abusing songs about women's
bodies."I play football and lacrosse
and simply cannot recall a single
chant. E also don't recall seeing
Cinda Jones watching warm-ups.
Besides that, no coach would ever
allow players to chant about abusingwoinen whenthey havefar more
important things to direct their
energy towards, like beating Bowdoin for instanceThe next brilliant "fact" dug Up
from who knows where is that
when male students cheer at
women's sports teams,their shouts
are often derogatory sexual references and reminiscent of the ColbyHusson basketball game." I have
seen many women's sports teams
at Colby play, and can't recall derogatory sexuaI"~ comments being
shouted to the players. I have also
never seen Cinda Jones at one of
these games either. I would simply
like to know where Cinda Jones
gets theseabsolutelyridiculous fact.
Furthermore, I wonder if Cinda
Jones has ever had the pleasure of
attending a Women's Rugby keg.
Their sexual comments about men
in their songs are definitely derogatory sexual nature. Some of the
crowd pleasers I've personally
heard are, "You can tell he's a DKE
when he only f-cks sheep,"and the
ever popular, ""You can tell he's a
D.U. when he's not f-cking you."
These are only a few of the neat
chants women sing about men.
Later in Cinda Jones article she
states, "it should be written policy
that a nurse be present during both
frontal and internal exams of
women." Well the state of Maine
hasdoneonebetter for Cinda Jones,
they made it a law that a woman be
present during both frontal and
internal exams of women. In parting Cinda Jones really missed her
mark in her article on feminism and
sheis totally clueless to male athletics at Colby.

This letter iswritten in reaction to
Cinda Jones' editorial, "Colby
Meech*jr .,penvini .st:S,f ; . M 'n.; and
Women." I agreed with ^
the point
she made that all women deserve
equality and respect, and I believe
that women at Colby get exactly
that. I totally disagree with her so
called "facts" about Colby. She
states that one of the men's lacrosse
coachesreferstowomenas "cracks."
I am a lacrosse player and know all
the lacrosse coaches well, a lot better than Cinda Jones. I have never
heard the word "cracks" uttered
under any circumstances by one of
these fine men. Coach Pfeiffer
coaches women's hockey and is
Jason Mazzpla '91 \
respected by anyone who knows
him, Coach Aitken is the women's
track coach's husband, and Coach
Editor's note: lt is not Maine State
Nau ghton is one of the head foot- law to have a f emalenurse or p hysiball coaches besides being the sole cian's assistant p resentwhen a male

involved. The article was far from
being objective,and I for one would
like to know the veracity here.
Futhermore, if Dr. Bennett is upset
by the allegationsmade againsthim,
I suggest that he speak up. Lastly,I
feel responsible as a member of such
a small community to help resolve
these problems. Remember,we are
Colby's 24 hours against racism dealing with people's lives and
last week would've been far more reputations here. Let's not act in
effective and genuine if the campus haste.
had been closed to visitors for that
Jili "Vollweiler '90
period, in particular to T.V. reporters. The bumblings of the cameramen duringtheFleminglecture and
other events were aggravating not
only becauseof the distraction they
caused,but because of thesour taste
of public relations scam they left in
mouths.
In the face of the Echo's recent
It is a basic violation of trust that attempt at accurate criticism of the
the Eleven O'clock News was quite Health Center and .the continuous
possibly invited here to harness surge of negativism in the paper I
emotion for a good sound bite and feel it necessary to respond with a
cheap publicity. The Colby com- positive note. Perhaps the best way
munity gathered out of sincere to do so is by relaying a short but
concern for serious issues and de- very interesting story.
served the privacy necessary to
Recently I was flying into Boston.
discuss difficult and sensitive ques- Around me were hi h school stug
tions. Nobody attended to feel like dents returning from Spring Break.
an under-paid extra in a convenient They were listening to loud RAP
panacea for bad press video.
music and drinking large amounts
I'd also like to know when Bill of alcohol. It reminded me of the
Cotter is going to recognize the fact that I was going to be graduathypocrisy of revering Elijah Parish ing in a few weeks and the glory
Lovejoy for his outspoken stand days of College were going to be
against slaverybut smoothing over behind me as I head out into the
and forgetting Lovejoy's equally world of American Capitalism.
outspoken stand against CatholiAfter some time the elderly gencism and equal rights for Catholics tleman next to me began asking me
in America. Furthermore, if the questions.In my youthful arrogance
publicity and coverage of last I first thought "Oh God, two hours
week's events encourage more of non-stop stories and reminisminorities to apply and come to cence." Within minutes, however,
Colby, then I take it all back.
the "old man"nextto mewas speak-

doctor conducts either a f rontalor internal examof a woman,according to
Mid MaineMedicalCenter.

Medi a Hype
Insultin g

Rah! Rah!
Colby

Tom Cahill '89

Lives And
Reputations
Racial awareness calls for an end
to prejudice. A characteristic of
prejudice is narrow-mindedness,
and I felt the article printed two
weeks ago in The Colby Echo, "Students Complain About Behavior,"
was written narrow-mindedly.This
is not to say that the concerns mentioned in that article should be
overlooked, but it points out the
bias against Dr. Bennett.
I wasextremely concerned to read
about the two women who clearly
felt exploited by Dr. Bennett's behavior; still,such reactionsmay arise
from purely personal feelings and
upbringing. For example, a kiss on
one'scheekcould very well be interpreted by a more open person as a
gesture of concern and reassurance.
Secondly,a chest examination when
one breaks her nose, th e means by
which she breathes, may too be
appropriate procedure. Perhaps a
better title to last week's article
should have been> "Concerned
Students Seek Further Investigation." Also, the large, rather fuzzy
picture of Dr. Bennett should have
been omitted altogether. In its
poorly focused condition, it was as
misleading as the article itself. In
addition, tho "Color in Bennett" of
last week's Echo reinforces my conviction.
Moreover,when dealing with such
a serious topic as sexual exploitation,things should notbedealt with
as loosely. Clean up the ambiguity
of that article, investi gate, and report it with due respect t o all part ies

ing of his time in Ireland, we had
something in common, after all I
had just spent my Junior'Year
Abroad in Cork.
With some more small talk about
Ireland,as he remembered it over a
span of almost 50 years, he asked
which college 1 attended. Upon
Replying "Colby College"a bright
smile crossed his face.
"Well, what do you know," he
replied, "I graduated from Bowdoin in 1936."
My new found friend did proceed
to reminisce, but it was a pleasure
listening to a person with something positive to say about Colby.
He told me that Colby was the most
beautiful school he knew of and
thathe wasfriends withmanyColby
students. He related how he was
arrested at a Colby-Bowdoin football game for leading a cheer from
atop a Waterville Police car and
how oranges were tossed into the
hockey rink when goals were
scored.
"I always loved that place," he
said with a misty look in his eye.
"Even today when we are looking
at Phi Beta Kappa students from
Colby and Bowdoin we weigh the
Colby name more heavily." I turned
to him and asked just what he meant.
"I am on the Harvard Phi Beta
Kappa committee," he answered,
"and we all agree that Colby is by
far the most academically rigorous
school in Maine, and it certainly is
the most beautiful and friendly
school I have ever visited."
Our flight landed and he shook
my hand as I was leaving. With a
grin still emblazoned on his face he
said, 'The world seems like a big
placenow, bu t onceyou're ou t hero
t he fact t hat you graduated from a
cont inued on page 11
more letters appear on p a g e11

Point Counterpoint

Alleged Ethics Violations Of Jim Wright ;

by Malfhew Lehman .
Staff Writer

Wrigh t Is Alright

If someone offers you a chance to
buy into a Washington DC bar, or
one of its many escort services,keep
walking. Morals are high on Capitol Hill these days,especially those
post-Tower/post-Hart morals.
Similar to the post Watergate morals of another scandal ridden era,
the most important asset of a congressman these days is a clean reputation. However, in this age of
media scrutiny, things are getting
carried a little too far.
When ultra-conservative Newt
Gingrich last Spring announced possible ethics
violations against the nation 's highest elected
Democrat,Jim Wright,two
initial reactions seemed to
permeate the press. First,"
the press suggested the
allegations were just
swipes by a conservative
trying to make headlines, and second,if Gingrich was going to press
on with the allegations he would
open a Pandora's box that could
implicate many congressmen.
Gingrich, however, bouyed by
his election as House Republican
minority leader, pushed on and
Wright was recently indicted with
69 ethics violations. The so-called
violations range from the selling of
his book to bypass honararium
limits to compromising his integrity as a legislator, by allowing his
votes to be swayed by money.
Various theories have been pro-

posed as to why Wright finds himself in this predicament. I think
there can be only one. Wright has
been, and always will be a bad
businessman. Just today, a report
that he lost $100,000 in a poor investment surfaced.
Wright's expertise lies in the legislature, where for two decades he
has shown himself to be one of the
most able-bodied men in Washington. Should congressman be unable to help themselves financially,
especially if they are lacking in the
business acumen that Wright does?
I am not suggesting they be able to

peddlelegislation for cash,but why
not allow themto seek out the advice
of friends in the business world
concerning their own finances?
Some of the allegations against
Wright stipulate he helped a friend ,
a large businessman in his district,
with legislation. Does this mean he
was looking out for himself, because the friend happened to be a
business advisor and friend, or
looking out for his district, helping
out an important economic facet,
which congressmen are expected to
do?
Jim Wright is not to be totally
excused because he is not keen in

Saying No
To Racism

by Christian K. Forman
Contributor

With the bells form Lorimar
chapel chiming in the background,
approximately1200 Colby students
gathered at the foot of Miller Library on April 25th. These students
were not lining up for a party,or to
do their Micro Projects. They came
to make a political and social commitment to greater racial and ethnic
diversity. They came to say "no" to
racism on the Colby Campus.
In pa st months a great deal of
press has, been given to the presence of racial and ethnic discrimination on the campuses of America'sinstitutions of higher learning.
Even Colby, tucked up in the wilderness of Maine, has been hit by
this distractive and ugly plague.
However, with the activities of this
past week a great step has been
taken towards confron ting and
vanquishing this sickness.
Thefactt hat all the act iviti eswere
so well attended was impressive. It
is often said that the Colby community is "apathetic"when it comes to
anything except parties. However,
Ia «t week's events most definitely

are proof of the opposite. There
seemed to be real enthusiasm on all
parts to participate and contribute
to the process. During the dinner
the discussions were not halfhearted. In fact, the majority of the
tables stayed two hours or longer
discussing the topic at hand.
Much of the success of the program can be accredited to the President's Task Force on Racism which
planned and organized the event.
They did a wonderful job. Not only
in making every activity run
smoothly,but motivating the entire
campus.
However, even though the activitieswere well planned and were
a grea t success, I can not help feeling that Colby isonly reacting to the
problem. We have not taken the
offensive against racism.
The Awareness week was
planned only after the "incident"at
the Husson basketball game.
Granted this outbreak is cause for
great alarm and warrants a reaction., However, I believe that this
program would have been more
effective if it occurred in conjun ction with Martin Luther King Day
continued on page 11

business. As a public official, he
should be more aware of his dealings, e.g. -the selling of his book
instead of a speaking honararium,
and attempting to conduct himself
in a more upright manner. However,inthisdecade of Reagan-Bush,
from the Ray Donovan incident up
to the current Iran-Contra scandal,
and the rest of the parade of improprieties that surfaced in the Reagan
administration, upri ghtness has
been the exception, rather than the
norm.
Wright's salary as a representative is around $70,000. Not low by
any means,but he has been
on the samewage scale for
twenty years. It is not uncommon for congressman
to supplement their incomes with outside business deals that, don't necessarily compromise their
integrity as legislators. In
fact, just recently, that most reputable of congressmen, Mr. Gingrich
himself,acknowledged he receive a
royaltyof over $100,000dollars on a
book he had written, and most of
the investment on the books came
from local businessmen in his district ... sound familiar?
The point is, if every congressman was thoroughly scrutinized,
most would have outside business
dealings. This is accepted, and
merely because Jim Wright made
some bad ones, and sought the
counsel of Jriends,is no reason to be
chased out of office by an overzealous Republican hypocrite.

Wrigh t Or Wrong

by Christopher Mastrangelo
Contributor
We all know who Jim Wright is;
the grandfather^, soft spoken
Speaker of the House. Well, we
find that the pinnacle of truth and
morality, one of the most outspoken democrats against the Iran
Contra Affair, a man so quick to be
judge, jury, and executioner, has a
few skeletons in his own closet. To
be more specific,Wright is accused
of breaking House rules 69 times in
the last decade. In one discrepancy,
he has been cited as receiving
$18,000 a year for a "no show"job in
Texas,but this is minor in the "Saga
<of the Speaker.' Another underhanded deal by the Speaker was the
$38,000 he received over the outside income limits due to the sale of
his book. The House Ethics Committee voted 10-2that heattempted
to bypass these limits.
The list goes on. In one shady
investment, the speaker invested
$57,000 and reaped a profit of
$434,449. He received a Cadillac, a
job for his wife,and good American
cash. In one of the most serious
charges,Speaker Wright is accused
of using his influence to "pressure
federal banking regulators who
were trying to control the mushrooming savings and loan crisis in
Texas." In 1979, Wright aided a
prominent Texas family in a deal
with the Egyptian Government
gaining the family $5 million. For
his part he was allowed to invest in
a discounted dealwhich gained him

$82,000.
One may argue that Congressmen are allowed to receive Pac
money and honoraria for speaking,
and that these monies are not ethical. However,the difference is that
although these monies may not be
ethical in the eyes' of some,they are
legal. The money and deals of Jim
Wright do not appear to be so.
Unlike Mr. Wri ght, I will reserve
final judgement until all the facts
are in. Though, with £9 counts already against him, that could take
sometime. In the end, these proceedings must conclude with Jim
Wright stepping down as speaker.
It is now just a matter of political
tact for himself and the Democrats.
The fact that Jim Wright has acted
in a manner which brings shame to
himself, his office,and his nation is
beyond dispute. This position is
not solely a "Republican" point of
view: it is a national one. In the
laXestNewsweekpoW,75% polled said
that the Speaker should resign. He
should. Furthermore, when a
democratic controlled House votes
10-2 against its speaker, you know
the charges are serious, and have
merit. There was a tasteless joke in
Washington during the last election created by Senator Kerry (D.
Mass.) that if President Bush were
assassinated,the Secret Servicehad
orders to shoot V.P. Quayle. If this
sick joke were true, Jim Wright
would be next in line for the Presidency. There he could do for the
White House what he has done for
Capitol Hill.

Setting The Stage For
Provocative Confrontation

by Majester Stewart Jr.
Contributor

April 25th was a day I will remember for a long time. It was a day
when an entire community got
together to discuss the problems of
racism.
Many people gathered in front of
the pillars of our Miller Library to
commence in a March for Unity.
For once,a hugeportion of the community had one voice. Out of the
estimated 1100 marchers of faculty,
staff, administrators,and students,
each person was motivated by a
different stimulus: some felt coerced, some felt motivated by guilt,
but all were concerned about the
race problem at Colby.
After marching to the Fieldhouse
andlisteningto whatDr.Jacqueline
Fleming had to say, people were
still mixed in their opinions, but
more aware that environmentsand
institutions can create inequalities
between black and white people.
Though impressed by her intelligence and articulation, I believe
people thought they would hear an
upli f ting message appealing to
emotions or to thegullt some whites
experience,. Instead, a stat istical,
scientific approach to the makings
of institutional racism was offered.
Maybe those listening, were not

up lifted,but neverthelessthey were
better informed about racism and
inequality. It seemed as if the entire
evening was devoted to the discussion of racism, as a coincidental
airing of the NBC News
documentary The Black Athlete:
Fact and Fiction was aired. The
stage was set for provocative conversation;
The next day many workshops
debated race related issues. Many
faculty set aside class time so racism could be discussed. However,
some faculty did not (or felt they
"could not") comply with the student suggestion that class discussions be centered around racism
and that «xams and ma;or projects
be postponeda few days. If an exam
or a paper was due dur ing the
awaren ess days,it could be used by
students as an excuse for not attending any events. Students may
need an experience like a workshop
or a film to understand that racism
is a monumental issue facing us all.
Perhaps these faculty members
forget their role as leaders in the
drive for increased awareness.
I understand that April is that time
of year for many papersand exams.
However, when issues like the CIA
recruitment come up (an issue
which is relatively removed from
the campus) many faculty re-

sponded as if their last fiber of liberty was threatened. But if members of Colby's community feel
disenfranchised and the problems
of race start to zero in,the emphasis
is not on how the faculty feel as a
group. Failing to postpone their
^
/lessons reflects how some faculty
membersseethe importance of race.
For the sake of clarity, let me point
out that I am not saying all faculty
are uninvolved, or that they don't
care. What I am saying is that, faculty must acknowledgetheir role as
a vehicle for increasing student
awareness of racial issues at Colby.
If every faculty member can say
that they could not have honestly
given more than they did last
Wednesday,I won 't have any contempt.
The round table discussions were
the most productive part of the
Awareness days. Many students
asked important questions about
admissions, course curricula, and
student roles as they relate to racism. In their attempt to identif y
racism, studen t s expressed interest
in resounding the "Black Experience" here at Colby. If it was possible for more black students to
attend Colby one could have been
at every table so people would better understand how race affects
continued on page 14
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continued from page 9
placelike Colby willmakeita whole
lot smaller, and sometimes even
hospitable."
"Thanks," I replied, not really listening but hearing what he said
nonetheless. I walked up the ramp
into the bustle of people rushing
here and thereand snickered aloud,
"This world hospitable, never."
As I thinkback now allI remember
are the praises this man had from
Colby.To think,hegraduated from
Bowdoin, (his son had too) yet he
talked of all the great things Colby
had given to him. If this man can
praise Colby why then can't we all
stop bitching about the most trivial
things and be more positive.
Be positive now because not everyone out there is going to be

"hospitable" or even nice. We are
responsible for out own happiness,
not anyone else.
Think about it!

Who would havethought that little
Colby College would make headlines halfway around the world?
Not Matt Stetson '88, veteran
trekker,nor his colleagueJosh Marx
'88, ace expeditioner. However the
two weretraversingthebush jungl e
in the Chaing Rai province of northern Thailand when theydiscovered
the enclosed article. Their porter
and cook Sombat Krunchin had
wrapped vegetable supplies in
"Westumbled across it
newspaper.
Diana J. Barton '92
while feasting on our typical lunch
of stir fried jungle snake,tree snails
and vegetables," claimed Stetson.
Marx was quick to point, "was it
destiny, the power of His Holiness
The Dhali Lama, or the will of the
great Buddha who put it in our
hands?"
Ed itor's Note: The article ref erred to in
The two have successfully comthefollowing letter can befound on pg plete six months of their ten month
5.
world tour. Thus far they've conquered Europe, Egypt, Isreal, Nepal, India, Bangladesh and Thailand. After touring the Malay peninsula and the islands of Indonesia
they branch out in their own directions. Stetson plans to work on a
sheep farm "Down Under" and
flyfish in the mountain streams of
New Zealand. While Marx will
teach English in the Orient and then
scuba dive the reefs of the Phillipines.
Please inform Soneath Hang of our
discovery. The article should make
a good follow-up to his story.

individual .and the incidence related. Colby's racial problem is in
no way rooted from a single event
in 1989,it'sa problemmuch deeper
than that. Jay Olson has been given
Christopher R. Tompkins '89 his punishment, by the administration and the students. Jay will face
the consequences of his actions for
a long time to come, but don't you
think it's time we stopped calling
names?

Enough
Is Enou gh

As a Colby student I would like to
address Kathleen McKiernan's article,.'Will the Real Racist Please
Stand Up." I think she made some
very strong, pertinent points and
observations. However, her decision to liken Jay Olson to an "exhibitionist bigot" was insensitive and
unfair. I feel Colby and its community need to "be very careful of the
number of times they single out an

Colby College
Comes To
Thailan d

Matt Stetson '88
Josh Marx '88
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If you've been looking for an opportunity.that will open up a career possibility,consider the entry-ievel
positions at EDS. We' re th e world' s.leader in the compute r and communications services industry, and we
offer outstanding opportunities to begin a career in one of the world's fastest growing industries.
EDS is looking -for achievers—people who make things happen. If you are interested in applying your
talents in the information processing services industry, you won't find a better place to grow than EDS.
Our highly-respected developmental programs are nationally recognized as models tor the industry.
They provide technical challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy you'll need to become
one of the industry's best-prepared professionals
Systems Engineering Development
? 4-year college degree (any major) with a 3.0/4.0 overall GPA preferred
Engineerin g Systems Development
? 4-year college degree in electrical,mechanical, manufacturing, industrial or chemical
engineering with a 3.0/4.0overall GPA preferred
Accountin g and Financial Development
? BS/BA in Accounting and/or Finance with a 3.5/4.0 overall GPA preferred
All positions also require:excellent
. yon
communication skills , a strong record of
tEDSi
^ kDevelopmental
?
Recruiting
achievement and flexibilit y to relocate
nationwide.
l^
K2CYC1179
HS?
Dept.
C<.nriii
n..r me
..ma M.
Send
your
resume
to:
Herndon , VA 22071
1-800-233-0029
EDS also has outstanding opportunities for experienced Information Processing professionals.
Principals Only. An Equal Opportunity EmployorM/F/V/H
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Unprofessional
Evaluation
Many people at Colby noticed a
change ih the men's rugby team
this year. Although we still kept
many of the social aspects, there
was a new emphasis on good rugby
and team commitment as opposed
to previousyears. The new emphasis showed in our 5-5fall record,the
best in many years. We began to
compete with teams that we could
never keep up with before. These
teams included two men's sides,
Sea Coast and Portland Rugby Club,
and morecompetitive college sides
including Tufts and Dartmouth.
Our turnaround can be attributed
to one factor, our Coach, Walter
Lutkus.
Wally was hired as Colby's swim
coach last summer, and not only
did he lead both of the men's and
women's swim teams to successful
seasons, but he brought 25years of
rugby experience to our club. His
professionalism, and strong motivational techniques turned many
of the former "social rugby players"into committed athletes. This
week, Colby .decided to let Wally
go, and in his place hire a twenty

threeyear old assistant Coach from
New York. Let alone from a rugby
standpoint, Wally had almost fifteen times the coaching experience
the new coach has. He has coached
successfully at Division 1 schools
like Dartmouth and Kent State.
Some swimmers complained of
Wally's rigorous workouts, but in
order to be successful, which the
teams were, a strong work ethic is
needed. Most other swimmers,and
all of the rugby team felt Wally was
an asset to the Colby.
Furthermore, the committee that
decided his fate consisted of no
rugby players, and the only swimmers that were on it were the senior
co-captains who will not be here
next year. Wouldn't it have made
more sense to get the input from
swimmers who would have been
coached by him next year, who
obviously have a more vested interest in whether he stays or goes? Not
only did Colby not consult many
students, but the whole manner in
which theywent about dealing with
Wally during the hiring process was
unprofessional. A committee was
selected in the winter, but they did
not notify Wally until May 2. By
keeping him in limbo, it prevented
him from seeking out other jobs, as
well as placing considerable emotional stress on him and his family.
A major factor in the decision not
to rehireWally seemsto be thedesire
of the college to hire a woman for
the swimming job. It seems ironic
that Wally's wife, Susan Lutkus,
who was the head coach for
women's swimming at Dartmouth
for 13 years was not even considered.
We cannot speak for the members
of the swim team, however, as
Rugby team members, we feel this
is unfair. Coach Lutkus wasa hands
on coach,who took a genuine interest in his players, and the direction
of the Colby men'srugby program.
Mainly due to his organization, we
were able to get a Spring season
with seven games, which would
have been unheard of before his
arrival. It seemsthe committee that
decided his fate did not take into
account student's feelings about
Wally. Perhaps they had their
minds set all along that they would
hire a women due to affirmative
action, and forgot students reactions. We are not talking about big
time athletics with salaries in the
hundreds of thousands. We are
U Iking about small New England
College athletics, where there is a
very personal relationshipbetween
coach and player. Wally seemed to
pass the test with flying colors according to the students, and
shouldn't that fact be a large consideration in whether to rehire him
or not.
Matthew Lehman, President
Wright Dickinson, Captain

by the civil rights movement of the
1960's did not come about because
of
a few speeches and discussions.
continued from page 10
It took years of hard figh ting to resocialtae America.
or the anniversary of Malcolm X's
We still face the menace of racism
birthday.
today. We have started the fight.
Mor eover , we cannot let the mo- But we cannot abandon it. Last
mentum of last week fade away. Tuesday the bells of Lorimar tolled
We cannot say to ourselves "Okay. for greater diversity. We cannot let
I've made my statement. Now 1can our fight end when those bells go
gat back to normal life.". Incorpo- silent. We must persevere. We must
rating the ideas and thoughts of the continue to strive for a higher level
25th and 26th in to ourdaily lives is of understanding and tolerance,
the only way that any real change And if we do, as Dr. Martin Luther
can be achieved. The victories won King Jr. said, "we shall overcome."

Saying "No "

H

J4 r i Notes

by Cinda H.Jones
"
A & E Editor

The Eisen Review

We Think The World Of You

by Ken Eisen
Spe cial to the Echo

The two films at Railroad Square
Cinema this week, Dangerous Liasons and We Think The World Of
You, show the liveliness of moviemaking these days in England.
Dangerous Liasons is the first Hollywood movie "by Stephen Frears,
the iconoclastic and irreverent director of such barbed and British
films
as My Beautiful "laundrette,
Professor Lisa Low's poetry reading last Thursday night was
Sammy
And Rosie Get Laid, and
both impressive and rrioving. Emotions and relationshipswere
predominating themes in Low's work, as her poems seemed to Prick Up Your Ears. We Think The
World Of You is exactly the sort of
serve a therapeutic purpose. Many in the twenty-plusCoffee
lower-budget, quirky movie that
House crowd were visibly moved by the artlsfs images of love Frears usually makes.
and hate,pleasure and pain.
Frears,though workingfor the first
time with big stars like Glenn Close
• Artists Abbott Meader, Norman David, and Pastor Bud's Bill and Michelle Pfeiffer, doesn't perHamilton '90, Scudder Kelvie '88 , and Phil Adams '89 made ceive all that much difference. "I
Colby 's Spring Film Festival a huge success. Our roving re- think it's a film like all my others'
viewer, Peter Read-Smith says that the show made people re- about sex, power, money," he says
examine their perceptions of what movies are. "I waited to the of Dangerous Liasons.which earned
Bixler lawn thinking of movies asthree-dimenrionalbooks but I seven Academy Award nominaleft knowingthat they can be four-dimentional performance art" tions, including; Best Picture, winning in three categories (more than
A sculpture on either side of the screen contributed to the crafty any
other film except Rain Man ).
display, while the band's music gave Meader's art extra sensory
Dangerous Liasons recounts the
dimension.
sexualmachinations of two master
manipulators: Valmont (John
Rounding out their weekend concert tour of theWater ville area . Malkovich) and the Marquise de
The Pastor Bud band Fiad another successful gig on Saturday Merteuil (Close), one-time lovers
af ternon at a private party. Other performers at this Green Acres who now make a game of exchangshow included Bowdoin's, "MissingHittites"and a group called, ing information about their latest
"Spitting Images". Concert tour t-shirts are available. Call 555- amorous conquests. They wager on
Valmont's ability to persuade the
54481.'
virtuous Madame de Tourvel (Pfeiffer) to succumb to his charms. But
to the astonishment of both himself
and the Marquise, Valmont finds
himself moved first to pity, and then
toloveforthevictim of their scheme.
Another unusual romantic triangle
is at the heart of We Think The
World Of You ,a comedy of unrequited love set in early 1950's London. Starring Alan Bates and Gary
exception to one triviality-the facial Oldman (Sid in Sid And Nancy),
expressions. Two had fierce inten- We Think The World Of You folby Dick Sewell
sity of expression; they were deep Iows the story of Frank, a middleSpecial to the Echo
in a Bacchic rite. Two had the still, aged English gentleman whose afStrider Theater was near capacity vacated, masks of the abstract
Saturday night for Going To Pieces, dancer, a blankness ballerinas culthis spring's Colby Dancers' con- tivate-faces that said: look at my
arms, look at my torso, this is not
cert. Bravo.
Modern Dance has two modes, drama, this is movement.
Tina M. Wentzel gets from her
"puredance"Isuppose you would
call one,movement for its o-vvn sake. students a startling range of mood by Adam Ford
Here the viewer watches, (and ki- from serous to broad humor. In Staff Writer
nesthetically senses) potentials and Fantastic Duet, for example, a solovarieties of the motions a human ist imagines partners who accomI entered Given Auditorium on
body can do, and the shapes and pany or drag her through a sampler Thursday night a critic of what 1
forces it can frame and suggest. Its of dances-the mimed sense of the saw as depressingly tacky architec*
pleasures are akin to those of ge- phantom presence was precise and turedesigned to con consumers into
ometry and physics.Theotlter-how deliriously funny. The final piece of a synthetic way of life. I left in love
shall we name it? Psychological the evening, As Opposed to Count- with the romanticism and ideals of
dance, dramatic dance...tl\ese are in g Sheep.was another comic turn: that same architecture.
works whoseobject is outsidethem- six red long-johned slumber-partiAllen Hess' lecture revealed the
selves; dance which is about some- ers juggle, juggle and bash with origins of the Californian car-culthing as elusive as moods and half- their pillows, in and out of sync ture and the since unsurpassed
thoughts that come from watching with a beautifully playful and in- modernism of the 1950's architecwater flow (like Legeres in this con- ventive exuberance. It 3s good to ture. He explained that tlie archicert) or as specific and polemic as a know that, along with the abstract tecture was not leading the concolor and shape of Pieces of Eight, sumers, but reacting to their postprotest against wife beating.
Afterthe first piece,Sabbat ,l found represented Colby at the Maine war ideals for creating an Eden on
myself thinkingof these twomodes. College Dance Festival this spring. earth.
This dance had both . To a heart- (And-a star, by the way, to T.M.
California was the perfect envibeat drum, a coven gathered on Wentzel for bringing that festival ronment for the car-culture to
stage, coming from the audience. into existence last year!) It seemed evolve,according to Hess. Since tho
Their crouches and sudden Teach- to me that the abstract and dramatic railroad ran through the state,Caliings had the angularity and the falls and fluid collapses of Jjgij i fornia became a center-based culmixed randomness and co-ordina- Source that the abstract and the t ure , and the arrival of the automotionof insectmovement.It waseerie dramatic sides of dance balanced bil e allowed people to t ravel t o tho
. continued on page 14 center. Also,as California was relayet remote. I found myself taking
The "SIGGJRAPH Festival" of computer animated films is nowtaking placeat The Computer Museum in Boston. The May 1issue of TIME Magazine reports that the three-dimensional computer graphics which are employed "generate reah'sitc-looking
objects and move them:as fast as they would move in real life."
Oneof the feature films,:TinToy ',wonan Oscar in 1988.Fatmoie !
inf ormation , call (617) 426-2800.

Dan cing To
Pieces

fohnny (Gary Oldman) in We Think The World Of You,
. .direciedby'Colin Gregg,* oo:,Loj : ^Liommo? saoi
-re 'ibr>\?,v;i"bn^ riBohamA ni hozzuo
fection for working-class Johnny is
thwarted by Megan, Johnny's perenially pregnant wife. But there's
another female, Evie, who threatens to come between the two men.
Evie is Johnny's German shepherd.
The offbeat nature of We Think
The World Of You made financing
tight and forced fast filming of the
story. But as far as Alan Bates, who
has starred in dozens of films, was
concerned, this kind of filmmaking
has a positive side. "I think in many
ways they are the best films—the

most exciting," he says. "You only
do them because you really want
to."
Dangerous Liasons shows at Railroad Square Friday May 5 through
Monday May 8at 7:00 and 9:30,and
Tuesday May 9 through Thursday
May 11at 9:00 only. We Think The
World Of You shows Tuesday
through Thursday May 9-11at 7:00
only. Name the other two British
films on the current Railroad Square
schedule and receive a free popcorn:

Falling For Car Culture
tively undevelopedcompared to the
east, it needed a new look to develop with the beginning of the
twentieth century.
Architectural advancements had
been halted due to world war two;
the country turned toward industrialism to make it through the war.
Once the war was over, people relaxed, the middle class got more
money,and began to buy cars and
get extravagan t,basking in the new
luxury a sound post-war country
America "was after the war, he said.
With more cars on the road, the
cities had to respond. The stores
had been made to appeal to a pedestrian consumer, one that was
go ing slowly an d would not mi ss a
sign on a store front. The new carconsumer wa s go i ng by a t 35 miles
an hour and would need earlier
notification o/ a store's existence.
To be seen faraway, the notification
had to be big. To fulfil this, st ores
became their own advertisements
by looking like what they sold. So

across the state, giant donuts, hot
dogs, sundaes, and muffler men
began to sprout up.
These giant structures, began to
create a kind of dream world . The
immense size of theobjects matched
California's sequoias: the largest,
oldest trees in America. It introduced the fantasy-ideal that things
grew bigger in California, as if the
land , was enchanted, It was this
feeling of enchantment, this sense
of being, in a magical place, that
founded the googie architecture.
People began to see they
could realize their dreams,put their
ideas into reality. A new kind of
thinking evolved out of seeing the
fantastic,larger than 1i fe objects.The
release of the free spirit through
architecture gave way to an
aesctheticism. The buildings become symbolic of the human spirit.
The roofs of buildings became long
and swooping;wings sprouted from
not only cars as tailfins, but Buildcon ti nuod on page 14

Churchill s
Cloud Nine At Colby

75 Hours
Thursday
Stu-A Flick:The Dead Pool.Lovepy 10Q,7,9:15p.m.

by Deborah A. St. Louis
Contributor
On May 10, 11, and 12, Colb/s
Performing Arts Department will
present Caryl Churchill's play,
Cloud Nine, directed by one of the
newest members of the Performing
Arts Department, Professor JoyLynn Wing. This production is
presented in conjunction with Professor's Wing's class, "Contemporary Women Playwrights," which
addresses the topic of feminism in
the theater.
One experimental form of feminist theater uses a collaborative
method to create a theatrical production. The Performing Arts'production of Cloud Nine implements
that senseof collaboration through
input from Professor Wing s class
discussions,the cooperation of Tony
Hess and Jon Hoffacker of theMusic
Department, and the ensemble of
actors, directors, and staff.
Cloud Nine follows the successes
of Feminist Fortnight and the Day
of Diversity,celebrated on campus
during the month of April. This
play is concerned with the issues of
feminism and racism in contemporary soriety, as well as other forms
of oppression, some of which are
less commonly noticed and discussed in American society,such as
the oppression of children, the
imposition of a capitalistic economic
system on the working class, and
the oppression of the Irish movement for liberation.
Manytimes during the show,these
issues become obscured by the
radical manner in which Churchill
uses innovative theatrical devices
to develop main themes. The most
obvious of these devices is her use
of cross-gender casting. In the first
act, the character of Betty, the
mother of a Victorian family, is
played by John Reynolds '89. This
casting gives new meaning to the
clandestinemeetingsbetweenBetty
an d Harry Bagley (Christopher
Tremain '89), an old friend of the
family's. Betty's nine year old son,

Bowdoin.College ChoraleConcert. Chapel, Bowdoin College730 p.m.
i
One Acts Festival.Powderand Wig,Cellar Theater,8 p.m.
Spa Band 8-llp.m. "Bouncing off Bob"

Friday
Stu-A Flick: The Dead Pool , Lovejoy 100, 7,9:15 p.m.
Dance Performance by Onye Onyemachi,Nigerian Dancer,
Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College. 7:30p.m.
One Acts Festival.Powderand Wig. Cellar Theater, 8 p.m.
Ferron, feminist singer in concert.Morrell Gym,Bowdoin
College. 8:30 pjen.
Traditional New England Country Dance with "The Whistling Thieves" string band. 8:30 p.ntL Chase Hall, Univ.. of MS,
Orono

Saturday ;

I
Britishcolonials are swampedby sex, politicsand absurdity in the 19th
century Africaof Cloud 9, this year's final prod uctionby Colby College
Performing Arts.
Edward, is played by Beth Reutlinger '91. This casting throws a new
¦twist on the relationship between
Harry and Edward, as well as furthering Edward's sense of isolation
from "his"traditional place in soriety. In the second act, Tim Burton
'89 manages to capture the exuberance and energy of Cathy,the four
year old daughter of Victoria's
friend, Lin (Lisa Perrotti).
After the farcical exploration of
Victorian stereotypes in Act One,
the setting of the play leaps from
Victorian Africa to contemporary
London one hundred years later,
juxtaposing the different value
systemsof thesetwo societies. Three
of the characters from Act One age
only 25 years to give the play a
sense of continuity in an otherwise
disjointed plot line.

Another theatrical device that
Churchill uses to develop the main
themes of Cloud Nine is double
casting, which allows Professor
Wing to create specificimplications
by connecting characters physically.
Bill Hamilton '90 plays the character of Clive, the head of the Victorian household in Act One, and the
character of Martin, Victoria's "liberal" husband in Act Two. Both
Clive and Martin seem to hold
opposite views on a woman's accepted place in society, but neither
of them support their wives they
way they claim to.
Cloud Nine is a provocative play
that will challenge the Colby audience to consider the changes in
sexual,racial,and political relationships and question the claims of
social progress.

Powder & Wig Preview
by John Semple
Contributor

i

'92,John Semple'89,Meredith Palin
'91, and Glen Port er '92.

need to tell their story to someone.
Their stories and reflections are
Forsenic and the Navigators by touching, funny, haun ti ng, and
The Powder & "Wi g One Acts Fes- Sam Shepard. Directed by Leo hopeful. The overpowering reality
of the characters convinces the
tival will be on May 4,5,6 at 8 p.m. Flanagan '90.
in the Cellar Theater of Runnals
Sam Shepard parodies playwriting audience that it could be anyone
Union. The performance will in- conventions as well as the estab- feeling the way they do. It stars
clude:
lishment in his 1960's play about Katie Bredbeck '92, Wendy BellerLife Under Water by Richard two revolutionaries. Both charac- mann '89,DoverYork'90,and ElizaGreenberg. Directed by Lorna ters experience rad ical persona lit y beth Bless '90.
Rooks-Hughes.
changes and "sensibility switches." The Zoo S^ory by Edward Albee.
Set in th e Hamptons dur ing the It st ars Bill Spears '89,Jon Nuquist Directed by Thomas Sollas '89.
summer, this play takes an unset- '89,Maggie Lacey '91,Steve Albani
This play raises questions about
the meaning of life as a middletling look at the problems of rela- '92, and David Moore '91.
Selecti ons from Talking With by aged man in the publishing
tionshipsandcommunication,with
each character in his own world of Ja ne Martin. Directed by Tara busuness meetsa seemingly insane
man in a park. Edward Albiee, auemotions and self-concern. Al- McDonough '92.
though attempts made by the three Talking With consists of 11mono- thor of The Sandbox ma kes us
characters to reach out to someone logues written for women. This wonder about the people around
else event ually fa il, tho play is far selection consists of "Lamps," us and how strang e li fe and other
from hopeless and forlorn. It stars "Scraps," "Twiler," an d 'Marks," people can be. Itstars Randolf Notes
Jennifer Wood '91, Dana Mackln four women, each of whom have a '92 and Greg Long '92.

; Foss Arts Festival ALL DAY LONG. Shell at athletic field
Stu-A Hick:The DeadPool Lovej oy 100,7.9:15 p.m.

-

; One Acts Festival.Powder and Wig. Cellar Theater, 8 p.m.

Concert: Orchestra, Chorale, CKCS.8 p.m., Chapel

i

: The Portland Ballet Company presents: Cinderella.Portland
Performing Arts Center,Portland. 8 p.m.

1

k,

Sunday
Little Feat Band,
in concert, Morrell Gym, Bowdoin College
v
7:30 p.m.
*
The Portland Ballet Company presents Cinderella. Portland
Performing Arts Center, Portland 2 p.m.

Ongoing •
SXGGRAPH FESTIVALof computer aiumatedj ilms. Computer Museum,300 Congress St. Boston
Bowdoin Museum of Art; Confluence, Contrast, Contrast:
Twentieth Century Art.Walker Art Bldg, Bowdoin.
ColbyMuseum oi Art: Giiia Werfel: Recent Works

Dancers

continued from page 12
most evenly. Emily Olson moves
very beautifully, but in Green Daydream the music seemed to lure her
to extend the piece beyond its content: its upward focus and summerlazing became random-feeling and
repetitive.
The crown of .the evening was in
the middle of the program. Ms.
Wentzel's own Womanphases
opens with as fluid a piece of collective movement as I have seen in
many a moon. Tina knows how to
bring on and group and regroup
eleven women so that they seem
like a multitude,like three women.

Googie

continued from page 12
ings as a way to imply soaring while
stationary.
Architects struggled to embrace
ideals of floating, speeding, flying:
a fantasy world ignorant of gravity.
Walls became made of glass to make
the roof appear to float. The sides of
buildings became linear, to appear
as if you speeding by. Letters on
signsbecame jumbled, as if floating
in space.
Theinterestingthing about thecarculture was that in really was an
expression of the human spirit. In
the 1920's, some soviet architects
developed plans for monuments to
celebrate USSR's constructionalist
period. The designs had the exact
same themes as the googie architecture, but were created thirty years
earlier, and thousands of miles
away. The style was clearly in accordance with the human spirit.
Also, another interesting point was

like six...like all womankind.
The whole evening was a class
project for the PA. Lighting Course
as wellas for Colby Dancers. Lighting lends excellent support to all
dance and can by a crucial addition
to a beginner's piece. For those
aware of how alzheimic the Strider
Theater lighting system has become in its old age,there's an added
element of suspense at every performance. Saturday night, when I
was there, all went well and
smoothly, with lights doing the
good, inventive things the designers had intended. I understood Friday's show was a shakier.That's no
fault of the technicians, but it can
demean a good program. Saturday,
Colby was proud, and should be.

that the car culture dawned when it
did largely due to the fact that technology was capable of providing
for it. The discoveries made during
the war gave the architecture the
new materials to build its fantastic
structures. This trend continues
today, the path to making things
seem space-aged and fast guides
todays designers. For instance, car
windows are wrap-around to make
to roof seem as of floating.
The enchanting thing about Hess'
lecture was that it described a time
when America wastryingto realize
its ideals. People were creating an
environment that was based on
respectto form,color,and dualism.
And, of course, the truly compelling thing is that that culture prevails today, however covertly. The
value of Hess' talk is that it exposed
humanity's capability to express
itself, and to create its own Utopia,
and that as technology enabled the
fifties'architects to project the idyllic aestheticism,today's technology
may just hold the same fate for us.

Confrontation

students to air this issue.
Racism is more than insults; it
continued fron page 10
manifestsitselfasalackof opportublacks in predominantly white nity for some by virtue of their skin
environments. A significant mem- color. Racism at Colby was here
ber of students would like to see before any of us, it is here now, and
this happen.
it will continue to be here unless
I understand that it is hard for more events like this one take place.
some whites to know how racism We can do something about our
affects people, or that there is a race problem. I hope all the commotion,
problem. ' Last Tuesday and bustle, and conversation created by
Wednesday was an opportunity to Racism Awareness Days does not
see this for yourself. The closing of fizzle out. I hope it served as a
all the libraries reflects just how beginning for all college solutions,
important the issue of racism is.
increased awareness, and a more
It is important to remember that tolerant environment.If these ideas
the awareness days were not a re- for our community are achieved,
sponse to racial slurs at an athletic we will have done ourselves a huge
contest. It was a concerted effort by favor, by mak i ng Colby a better
faculty, staff , administration, and place for future students.
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Soprano West
Performing at Colby
by Mary Ellen Matava
Contributor
Jayne West, the highly acclaimed
Boston soprano, is the soloist in
Francis Poulenc's Gloria, featuring
the Colby College Chorale and the
Colby-Kennebec Chorale Society,
Saturday and Sunday May 6 and 7
at 8 p.m. in the Lorimer Chapel at
Colby College.
The Colby Symphony Orchestra
will play Beethoven's No. 8 at the
concert, the final one of this year's
"Music at Colby" series. The public
is invited without charge.
Both the Colby Symphony arid the
Colby-Kennebec Chorale Society

Lutku s

are comprised of Colby students as
well as musicians and vocalist from
central Maine. The orchestra is
conducted by Jonathan Hallstrom
and the vocal groups by John Hoffacker. Both are on the music faculty-at Colby College.
West has recently returned home
to Boston from a five-month contract with the Brussels National
Opera. She is known in the Boston
area for her extensive work in the
Ontario,havingbeen heard in Bach's
B Minor Mass and St. Mathhew
Passion, the Requiem of Brahms,
Mozart and Fazure, and others.
West has appeared with the Boston
Symphony,NewJerseySymphony,
Handel and Hayden Society, and

was a co-captain of the women's
swim team this year and a member
continued from page'16
of the eight person review and
Robert Reinhardt, who coaches in search committee that handled the
Maine; Dana Hod ges, a former entirereviewof Lutkus,waspleased
Colby assistant under Robby with the outcome of the application
MacDonald, who was replaced by and evaluation process. She felt that
Lutkus,and is working at the Wa- Lutkus was too over demanding
terville YMCA; Joe Shore, a coach and high powered.
"[Amaral] believes in quality over
somewhere in New York; Lutkus,
quantity
while Wally wants quanand Amaral. Pluck was unwilling
tity
over
Lockwood said.
quality,"
to comment much but made it clear
Some
of
the
swimmers
did not
that she suspected Lutkus was
mind the increased workload that
upset.
"1 imagine that he is very disap- surely had to come if the team were
to improve on past performances. ;
pointed," Pluck said.
"What do they expect,"sophomore
Lutkus led both the men's and the
women's swim teams to their best six time All-America Sally White
records ever including numerous said. "It's a varsity sport on the
record breaking performances by collegeleveland people should treat
it that way."
both individuals" and relays.
White, who has had numerous
"1have a three and a half year old
coaches
in her career rates Lutkus
child, a wife, and a wealth of swimas
good
and
easily capable of makming knowledge and now I don't
have the job and no one is telling me ing Colby one of the premier forces
in New England Division III,pointwhy.
"When I came in," Lutkus ex- ing out improvements he has made
plained, "I was asked to keep the in times as wellas changes poolside
program moving in the same direc- with the completion of the record
tion that it was."He feels that he has board, new backstroke flags, new
more than done that by not only kick boards, and other details that
standing mentor over a rapidly can make a bi g difference to swimimproved program, but also by mers.
"He's really caring," White said.
securing high school recruits that
helpyou with any problem."
"He'll
were more than capable of filling
White
has no idea why Lutkus
the outgoing seniors roles.
Senior Carolyn Lockwood, who was not given another chance and

virtually every major orchestra and
chorus in New England.
One of Pulenc's finest religious
pieces, the Gloria has a beautiful
and often mysteriously powerful
melody and orchestrational color.
Unlike other works from
Beethoven's "middle period," his
eighth symphony paysconsiderable
and obvious homage to the works
of classical period composers like
Hayden and Mozart.
The 'Music at Colby" series is
underwritten by Friends of Music
at Colby, a group of "individuals
and corporations committed to
presenting a range of free musical
attractions year round in central
Maine.

neither does sophomore men's
swimmer Blake Liebert who was
extremely disappointed that Lutkus
will not be back. White contends
thatmost returningswimmerswant
Lutkus back: This indicates that
seniors, especially ones on the review committee, were the ones in
favor of removing him.
Lockwood hints that sexism may
have had to do with Lutkus departure but Lutkus vehemently denies
any such characteristic.
"I'm not sexist,I'm not racist,that's
just not me."
u r<AiMBticcDirecA63iiDJtkJ\^ht5^p
who was not a voting ^eMberYoiS
the search review committee, and
declined to comment citing confidentiality,did submit an evaluation,
as is customary for all coaches.
Whitmore felt Lutkus was the best
candidate for the job, according to
Lockwood, but the voting eight
decided on Amaral regardless.
The committee may or may not
subscribe to one of these theories,
but the way Wescott tellsit,thoughts
like those are preposterous.
"We are operating in the students
best interest," Wescott said. "Everyone will be made aware that the
decision was a fair one."
In the meantime, an experienced
and capable coach is out of a.j ob,
and no one but . the review and
^
search committee really knowswhy.

Women s Track , second place finishers at
least weekend' s NESCAC Champ ionships at
Hamilton College in Clinton , New York , will
host the presti gious New England All
Division Championship Track and Field meet
this weekend on the Alfond Track. Go down
to see some fast moving action with the best
woemn performers in New En gland.
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by Dave Weissanan
Staff Writer
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It doesn't seem to end. It seerris as if as soon as .the Colby sports
writer puts the last period on a piece praising the efforts oi a
deserving athlete,there is another waiting in the wings.This week
is no exception. So add another name to the barrage of Colby
athletes earning or competing for All-America status thisyear.
Hisname i&Dave Longcope, and he is certainly worthy of recognition. He is a senior from Northboro, MA, and is currently rated
as one of the top cyclers in the east. His career accomplishments
include a first and second place finish in the Eastern Collegiate
Championships, and qualifying twice to compete in the National
Championships.Impressive,especially whenconsidering that this
is a guy who didn't start competingin this sport seriously until Ms
sophomore year in college.
Longcope's success has paralleled the development of cycling at
Colby. After spending the first semester of his freshman year in
Europe, where he first was exposed to the sport, Dave decided to
give it a try at Colby.The CyclingClub (it is not a varsity level sport,
and probably will not be in the near future , since almost all schools
compete at the clublevel) was"looselyorganized" atfh e time,with
very few serious riders, He rodein theEasternChampionships that
year, but failed to finish the race.
Longcope started racing and training seriously the summer before his sophomore year. Unfortunately,an injury kept bim from
competition throughout that year.
It wasi n Dave'sjunior year fha t things started to happen. He won
the Eastern Collegiate Championship,,thereby <njalifying him for
theNationals,hosted hy the California Polytechnic Institute. He
footed the bill for airfare and made the trek to sunny California,
Where he finished 30th,a finish he deems the result of "bad luck."
ConsideriVigih&t>hewas,compfetinghxa fieldof 120of thenation's
t6p riders,this really doesn't seem to be so bad.
Longcope's most recent accomplishment is a second place finish
at the Easterns, held last weekend at UMass, and along with this
another invitation to compete in theMationals, to be held this year
in Colorado Springs on May 20th and 21st
Unfortunately/ bad luck and bad timing may preventDave from
competing this year. Hisbike was stolen at the race last weekend
(he had to borrow a bike for the race), and the financial strain of
replacing hisbike andpaying airfare to Colorado may be too much.
As a club sport, the cycling team does get some funding, but their
budget is limited and cannot be expanded to pay for his trip.
Longcope is still awaiting the final word on this from the athletic
department, but "it doesn't look good," Another problem lies in
that tlie race will occur right in the middle of final exams.
Still, if the funding is to work out, Dave will be there. "I can reschedule the exams..J would love to go, it would be a great time.
It would be nice to represent Colby/7
As mentioned, the Colby cycling program has grown along with
Longcope's success. Whereas in his freshman year, only a few
Colby riders participated in the Eastern Championships, thisyear
a full Colby team competed. The Cycling Club had the largest
turnout in its history this year, and included many more riders
willing to take the sport seriously, according to Dave./'Cyclingis
really picking up at Colby"
Thereis also a women'$ cycling team thisyear,led by sophomore
Jenn Hartelj who placed in. the top 15 at the Eastern Championships and recc-nttywon the "Hell of the East? race, held at UMF.
longcope attributes the growth in the popularity of cycling at

Commentary

Lady Mules Should
Wrap Up ECAC 's

by Andrea Solomita
Staff Writer

I'm an informer. I write about the
what, comment on the who, the
when, and the where, and dabble,
occasionally in the why. I'm a reporter, and I report the facts, add
some color, chance some humor,
and occasionally risksome honesty.
This time it is more than honesty.
This time it is bordering on boldness.
The Colby Women's Lacrosse
Team will win the ECAC tournament.'
What if they lose? They won't.
This Saturday, Tufts University
will host the ECAC Women's Lacrossetournament. TheLady White
Mules will attend and they will win.
Plain and simple.
First let me report the facts, and
add some color. Colby is seeded
fourth. Saturday, May 6, at 1:00,

they will battle defending tournament champions, Tufts University.
JDuring the regular season, the
womenof Tufts unleashed on Colby
and handed them their second,
unwanted loss.
"We have a much better shot at
beating them, solely because in the
regular season wewerescared. ..that
is the one difference. Now we are
ready. Now we are pumped, '"said
senior defender Lynn Sullivan.
The offense, led "by leading scorers,junior Jen Lally and sophomore
Margaret Moran, will be sparked.
The defense will be unyielding.
Colby will be ready. They will win,
and move on to the finals.
The Colby Women's Lacrosse
Team will beat Middlebury in the
final game of the ECAC tournament.'
After Middlebury defeats Williams, they will return to the field
on Sunday for the final, deciding

contest. ForColbyitwillbenothing
less than sweet revenge. In the
initial game of the season, Middlebury overcame the Lady White
Mules. This gave Colby the first of
the two losses they carry on their
record this season. It began with
Middlebury. It will end with Middlebury.
The Colby Women's Lacrosse
team will be the single most threatening force in the. ECAC tournament.'
The Lady White Mules are not
simply a group of individual athletes. The team is a unit. When this
unit competes with intensity, it is
unstoppable. This alone has lead
them to Tufts University.This alone
will carry them to the final game
and beyond the competition...
The Colby Women's Lacrosse
team will win the ECAC tournament.'
That is my prediction.

Men's Varsity Lacrosse: At 9-5 prior to yesterday s opening round of the ECAC playoffs, the men havebeen
beating the life out of eveything they've played as of late. Led by the on field gymnastics of senior Kevin
"Swoosh" Plummer(over 50 total pointsthis year) and the appearance of Drew Simmons('89) as a consistent goal
scorer(28 on the season, 6 versus New England College last Saturday) the Mules look like the team we had
predicted at the beginning of the season.
P.J Perroni and Eric Russman havebeen the two most consistent assist men all season and tournament victories
seem to hinge on whether these two can continue to fill their teamates crosses with clutch passes.
Defensively the Mules must continue to have limited fast breakchances against them and must hope that goalie
Chris Smith can continue to improve with every game. The defensive unit is to be commended for coming
together as cohesively as they have in one year of play together,especially the play of Ayers('S9), Mazzolla('91),
GinolfK'91) and several freshmen
At the CBB rowingchampionships held last Sunday,Bates and Bowdoin swept Colby off the water,sharing five
of six first place finishes between them. Colby won one race, the Novice Men's Four.
The first and closest raceof theday found the Lightweight Women losing to Bates. The Bobcats won bya 1A 00th
second margin. In other races, the Open Men finished 18 seconds behind first place Bates and ahead of the
remaining three boats.
Colby's worst defeat came in the Men's Lightweight Four race when Bowdoin left Colby in its wake, finishing
40 seconds ahead of the White Mules. Colby finished third in the Open Women race, only ten seconds behind
second place Bates.
The team will round out the final week of its season by travelling to Worcester, MA for New England Small
College Championships on Saturday. Six Colby crews will compete against crews from NESCAC and other
schools including Coast Guard Academy, UNH, WPI and Holy Cross.
JV Lacrosse Kevin Naughton's squad of "Suicide Commanchees" once again put together a fine season. Led
by Scott Myers, Toby Cox, Dan Erving, Mike Stanton,Jim Burke, Chris Caponi and a host of other newcomers
the "Commanchees" were scrappy when they had to be,and cool as cucumbers when the situation called for it.
In the net for the team was freshmenDave Donnelly who put in some quality quarters as well as long time Colby
hockey favorite James Mortimer McVay,who said making the transition to lacrosse was as smooth as one of Axl
Rose's solos. Jim asked The Echo to mention the fact that he really likes unicorns, tulips and long walks in the
woods, and that his fan club will be meeting Thursday in the basement of Drummond.
To sum up the season in one sentence I would like to quote head coach Kevin Naughton, "Aw c'mon ref. We
may be playing remedial lacrosse, but we don't need remedial officiating." Play tough, act tough, talk tough.

v_oiDy as a ren<?cuon ot a larger national irenq, wnicn starieu wnn

the 1984 0tympics and has grown steadily ever since ,
Daye also feels tha t the effort s of two Colby faculty members ,
Bruce Fowles arid Keith Brugger , have bem instrument al in the
development of the program. "They have bcehan iwm<m$ehclp in
the growt hof cycling at CoIby. „and have ;sacrificed a tat of time for
'
the team/'
o(
in the opinion this writer , there is no reason why Dave L ongcope should not compete in Colorado Springs. Other Colby
athletes earning the chance to competed national tournamen ts arc
taken car e of by th<* $chool, and Longcope ought to be awarded this
same opportuni ty Jtt would be a sbame and a waste if a qua lity
athlete like Dave can not achieve the nati onal recognition he
deserves as an individual , along with the positive reflection and
recognition which would bo bestowed upon the college^ athleti c
program as a whole*

THE I-PLAY TRAC KAND FIELD MEET !

SUNDAY, MAY 7,1-2 O'CLOCK
A VERITABLE Q UAGMIRE OF ATHLETIC TALENT WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AND IN COMPETITION. - Roy Dow, Director of I-PLAY
PUT TOGETHER A RELAY TEAM OR COME OUT FOR THE SOLO
EVENTS. EVERYONE IS INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS TRULY
CULTURALLY DIVERSE AFFAIR. KICK BUTT ON THE ALFOND TRACK
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Lutkus Dismissal Bewilders Many
fered the job.
Lutkus, who was notified' of the
Sp orts Editor
search and review committee's
"I'm upset, irate, and I think my decision on Tuesday at 4:30, has 20
record speaks for itself," said first years of coaching experience, 19 at
year head swimming coach Wally the Division 1level,and was passed
Lutkus this week after the college over for 23 year old Shelly Amaral,
an assistant coach with three years
failed to renew his contract.
Lutkus was not offered an exten- experience at Division III Ithaca
sion on his contract, according to College in New York.
Assistant Athletic Director for
Amaral, who was notified of the
women Deb Pluck,but she shed no job offer and accepted yesterday,
light onto why Lutkus was not of- could not be contacted by the Echo

by Lawrence Rocca

levelassistant for thewomen'sswim
team, replaces Lutkus in a controversial move by the Athletic department.
"I have a three and a half-year Reaction from the individuals
involved in the selection process
old child ,a wife ,and a wealth and from those who will bedirectly
of swimming knowledge and affected by a changein the coaching
now I don 't have the jo b and hierarchy varied greatly.
Pluck, who headed the eight perno one is telling me why. "
son review and search committee,
- swimmingcoach Wally Lutkus which included Coaches Jim
Wescott and Debbie Aitken. Prof.

for comment. Amaral, "who was
described by the Ithaca athletic
department's secretary as a low

Laxmen In Like Flynn

Linksters
Undefeated
by John Mullen
Asst. Sports Editor

Coach Sid Farr's Golf Team,2-0 in
niatch play so far this year, is the
only undefeated varsity squad
Colby can boast of the spring.
: The White Mules extended their
Ispring of victories with an impressive win at the Maine Champ ionships held last Saturday at Arundel,Maine. The team won the competition with the lowest overall
score, placing ahead of Bates, Bowdoin,, Husson, Thomas, and USM.
Junior B.J.Evans finished the round
with a 72 score, giving him first
place overall. Bryan Cook, Jon
Robinson, and Chris Tierney also
finished strong.
Sean Murray,theteam's#5golfer,
is confident of finishing the season
unbeaten this year.
p hoto by Bob Lian 'We'll go undefeated, no question about it. We'll bloW Bowdoin
Senior Captain Kevin Plummetouthustles NewEngland College's def enders on route to an ECAC play off clinching
off the links this Wednesday, and
blowout last Sunday. ( See Mule Kicks, Page 15.)
our last match with Bates(Friday)
should go the same way."

Holman Winds Down Career
lege.
Jayne's record of four wins and
by Andrea Solomita
seven losses is not supportive of her
Staff Writer
unyielding performance this
year.Today, against a powerhouse
Strike One.
squad from U.M.O., Jayne will face
It will be the last out. It will be the her last batter to end what has been
final pitch.
her most consistent season at Colby.
Strike Two.
Amazingly, this consistency came
It will be the ultimate game, as a during a year of transition for a
softball career ends at Colby, today. young, inexperienced squad.
Strike Three"With the team struggling early in
the season, Jayne never got down.
Senior co-captain, Jayne Holman, She was always upbeat and had a
hurled her first pitch at the age of positive manner. It could have been
nine. Today, hundreds of batters frustrating...Jayne hung right in
later,and countless innings behind there," said varsity coach, Carolyn
her, Jayne will leave the mound a Myer.
seasoned veteran , an unprece- In this case,frustrating is an underdented pitching force,and a memo- statement. In eighty-three innings
rable woman athlete at Colby Col- of play, Jayne only allowed eight-

een earned runs. Sheboasted thirtytwo strikeouts,and scattered a total
of only twelve walks throughout
eleven games. All the contests decided against Colby were lost because of errors or non-existent hitting - not for lack of a strong pitching performance.
"Jayne takes pride in her play - it
shows,"stat ed Amy Kn ight, one of
the two catchers Jayne has worked
with all season. Jayne's success is
reflective of her commitment to her
pitching. Cold winter days during
January forced her inside to her
basement, only tp lead J ayne back
outto themound again in thespring.
And yet her commitment far surpasses her pitching. Jayne is a quiet
captain. She leadsby example, she
speaks with her actions.

Edwin J. Kenney,and senior swimmers Paul Beach, Dave Russell,
LouiseTranchin,and Carolyn Lockwood, declined to comment in
depth about the decision,citingconfidentiality. She did, however,confirm the decision and explained that
all eight members of the committee
cast ballots of equal weight. She
explained that the final choice was
made out of six candidates: Katherine Geiger, who coaches in Iowa;
continued on page 14

Murray credits the team's success
to the diligent coaching of Sid Farr.
"He's a real good guy. He tells us
what's wrong with our swings and
is the main reason for our turn
' ~' :"''~J :~'
around this yeaj." "
He invited this scribeto walk with
him during his practice round last
Tuesday. Murray is excited with
the team's success and wanted to
make sure theentire Colby community, from Bill Cotter down to the
freshman class , knows about the
success of the golfing team.
"I know a lot of people think golf
is aristocratic,a game for rich people
who like to chase a white ball
around. It's more than that. Golf is
a game for everybod y. It's
easy...Watch this."
Murray, normally a righthanded
golfer, shifted to a lefthanded stance
and drove a shot at least 250 yards
off the tee, At 57, 165 pounds, he
has extraordinary swing power,
though his accuracy is inconsistent.
His drive careened into the .woods.
"Don't worry, I've got another
ball."

ph oto by.Bob Lian
Senior J ayne Holman ends her career today agains t UMO, at home.

